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Abstract
In the context of constant and fast progresses in nano technology, discontinua based
computation simulations are becoming increasingly important, especially in the con-
text of virtual experimentations. The efficiency of discontinua based nanoscale sim-
ulations are still limited by CPU capacity (the number of simulation particles in the
system).
It is accepted that parallelization will play an important role in solving this problem.
In this thesis, two parallelization approaches have been undertaken to parallelize the
YNANO discontinua simulations. The scope of the work includes parallelization of
the YNANO using the shared-memory approach OpenMP and the distributed-memory
approach MPI, and also includes a novel MR_PB linear contact detection algorithm
which can be used under periodic boundary conditions.
The developed MPI parallelization solutions are compatible with the MR linear
contact detection algorithm used in the sequential YNANO, the developed solutions
preserves the linearity of both MR_Sort and MR_Search algorithm.
The overall performance and scalability of the parallelization has been studied us-
ing nanoscale simulations in fluid dynamics and aerodynamics.
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Chapter 1
SCOPE AND LAYOUT OF THE THESIS
1.1 Scope of the Thesis
Molecular Dynamics simulation (MD) was originially developed by Alder and Wain-
wright in the late 1950’s and Rahman (independently) in the 1960’s. A typical MD
simulation consists of a number of atoms and molecules that are allowed to interact for
a period of time. The interaction between the particles are defined by the interatomic
potential or molecular force fields, and their trajectories are determined by numerically
solving Newton’s Second Law of Motion. MD was originally invented to solve prob-
lems within the field of theoretical physics, since then it has been applied in material
science, chemical physics and biology over the years.110, 105, 76, 77, 68
A typical Molecular Dynamics simulation consists of discrete element based dy-
namics, contact search, contact interaction and motion integration. The most time con-
suming parts of the simulation are the contact search and the interaction, as the num-
ber of simulation particle increases by (millions),147, 135, 110, 113, 122 more CPU time and
computational power are required. Parallelization efforts for MD range from graphics
processing unit (GPU) to clusters and desktop multiprocessor hardware.164, 167, 147
YNANO is an in-house MD code developed by Rougier and Munjinza, with a lin-
ear contact detection algorithm MR Sort and MR Search that achieve linear processing
time to the number of simulation particles. If parallelization is employed, it is impor-
tant to keep the linearity of the contact detection algorithm for the overall performance.
In this thesis, a shared-memory based parallelization solution and a novel distributed-
memory based parallelization solution for Y-NANO 2D are presented. The developed
parallelization solvers are described in detail, and the overall performance and scala-
bility have been studied using numerical examples. The thesis also includes a novel
17
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MR_PB linear contact detection algorithm which can be used in MD systems with pe-
riodic boundary conditions, the developed contact detection algorithm greatly expands
the application of Y-NANO. Validations of the developed novel contact detection al-
gorithm are also presented in the thesis.
1.2 Layout of the Thesis
This thesis is presented in the following way:
Chapter 2 presents a detailed introduction to YNANO Molecular Dynamics solu-
tions, a short overview of various discontinua simulation methods in general, and an
introduction to parallel processing. The introduction to YNANO focuses on the MR
linear contact algorithm, a good understanding of which is important because it is the
foundation of any further implementation upon the code. Parallel structures like Single
Instruction Single Data (SISD), Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) and multiple
instructions as well as Multiple Data (MIMD) are discussed. Among which, MIMD
system is of particular interest because the parallelization methods used in this thesis
(both the shared-memory based parallelization solutions and the distributed-memory
based parallelization solutions) fall into this category. Finally, evaluation metrics in
parallel computing are presented, and as well as the ramifications of rounding error
resulted from floating point arithmetic.
In chapter 3, a novel linear contact detection algorithm (MR_PB) is presented to
implement periodic boundary conditions into YNANO. The developed algorithm is an
implementation on the original MR contact detection algorithm. Both design and the
implementations of the proposed new algorithm are explained in detail, including key
issues such as how to preserve the cell space coherency within sorting, how to linearly
parse the contact mask across the simulation domain, and etc. At the end of the chapter,
test examples are carried out to validate the developed MR_PB algorithm, as well as
an efficiency comparison analysis between MR_PB sort and binary sort.
Chapter 4 presents a novel approach to parallelize the Y-NANO with shared-memory
based methods. The application program interface (API) used in this chapter is Open-
MP. The developed parallelization solutions focuses on sharing the force calculation
workload across multiple cores on a single node (with multiple cores). Both design
and implementations of the proposed solution are explained in detail, including key
issues like how to organize the search pointers for each processor, how work sharing
concurrency is achieved, etc. Validations of the developed solution is performed in a
2D box filled with 250,000 particles on 1, 4 and 8 cores on a single node.
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Chapter 5 presents a novel approach to parallelize the Y-NANO on distributed-
memory systems using MPI. A spatial decomposition strategy and memory manage-
ment system that piggy-backs on the existing linear MR contact detection algorithm are
presented. Details of the design and implementation are discussed in detail, including
key issues such as the buffer zone scheme, communication, interfacial particle force
transmission, particle migration, and linear sorting of the local particle and immigrant
particles.
Chapter 6 presents the verification and performance tests of the proposed MPI so-
lutions of Y-NANO on the distributed-memory systems. The developed parallelized
code is tested on a 2D box filled with 250,000 gaseous Argon particles with random
initial velocity on 1, 4, 32 and 64 cores. The validity of the solutions is confirmed by
comparing the general trend in motion of the simulation particles as well as the evolu-
tion of the system’s total kinetic energy between a sequential version of the code and a
parallelized version of the code.
Chapter 7 presents a numerical example in the field of fluid dynamics in which
performance and scalability of the developed code are further studied and analysed.
The results show good agreement with the theoretical results.
Finally, Chapter 8 provides a summary of the whole thesis, a conclusion. The
chapter also discusses further possibilities of future work in the field.
Chapter 2
INTRODUCTION TO EXISTING
DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION BASED
PARALLELIZATION METHODS OF
DISCONTINUA
2.1 Introduction
The performance improvements of microprocessor has led to massive development
in the field of Computational Mechanics. However as the size of single processor
drops to atomic scale, it proves difficult to further decrease the size without considering
the quantum effects, therefore in recent years, the manufactures have started to build
multicore chips to keep improving the CPU performance.
To fully utilize the vast possibilities that come with multicore processors, a se-
quential code needs to be parallelized.159 It can be reasonably expected that parallel
architectures like a High Performance Computing (HPC) cluster will play a huge role
in the future.34, 40, 41
The rest of the chapter provides a short overview of the discontinua methods, par-
allel architectures as well as parallelization strategies used in MD.
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2.2 Computational Methods of Discontinua
2.2.1 Introduction
In solving many engineering problems, the medium or the material could be considered
continuous. For example, the Finite Element Method (FEM) is developed upon this
assumption. It discretizes the continuum by dividing it into small parts called finite
elements of different shapes and orders.136
However, there is a wider range of problems which cannot be solved using the con-
tinuum assumption. For example in a gaseous system, when the characteristic length
of the simulation object is comparable to the characteristic length of the system, the
continuum assumption fails to provide a realistic representation of the physical sys-
tem. For problems like this, the assumption of discontinuum needs to be employed
and methods of discontinua have been developed to solve them.
Methods of discontinua include:
• Discrete Element Method (DEM)
• Direct Simulation of Monte Carlo (DSMC)
• Molecular Dynamics (MD)
Discrete Element Method. DEM is developed by Cundall in 1971 to solve rock me-
chanics problems. The method is built upon solving equations of motion for each sim-
ulation particle separately by calculating the inter-particle forces from the inter-particle
interactions. Further reading on the method can be found in a handful of books.37, 169
Particularly, Discrete Element Method coupled with Finite Element Method (FDEM)
has been used to studied an extensive range of systems and problems, e.g. geo-
mechanical problems,117, 78 block caving93, 45 and a wide range of mechanical prob-
lems.29
Direct Simulation of Monte Carlo. DSMC is a probabilistic molecular model devel-
oped by Bird in the late 1960’s, it is originally developed to simulate rarefied gas flow
in high altitudes. DSMC employs simulated molecules to represent a fixed number of
real molecules, thus greatly reduces the simulation size. DSMC also uses a statisti-
cal collision detection model between particles. The governing equation for DSMC
is the Boltzmann equation, and therefore DSMC is strictly applied only to dilute gas
flows.17, 132, 146
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2.2.2 The Molecular Dynamics Simulations Methods
Unlike DSMC, Molecular Dynamics (MD) is a deterministic computational method
that studies a system’s time-dependent behaviour. In a typical MD system, all particles
are governed by Newton’s second law of motion,55, 99
a =
f
m
(2.1)
in which, f is the external force acted on a given particle, m is the mass of the particle,
and a is the acceleration of the particle in response to the external force.
A typical MD system has three main steps:
• Initial configuration: Set up an MD simulation with initial conditions: particle
velocity and geometry. Particle position and velocity information are crucial in
determining the trajectory of each particle in the system.
• Contact detection: At each time step and for every particular particle i in the
system, a contact detection algorithm is called to search around it within a cut-
off vicinity for all particles that are considered close enough, beause the poten-
tial field between the conatct pairs will alter the pair’s trajectory for the next
timestep. Contact interaction: For every particle pair, the inter-particle distance
could be readily obtained by comparing the coordinates, and subsequently the
interaction force could be calculated using the chosen potential force field func-
tion. By summing up all the external interaction forces exerted on particle i, the
particle’s acceleration as a result to external forces could be calculated. This step
is repeated on every particle in the system.
• Time integration of motion equation: every particles’ acceleration information
will then be used to update the particle velocity and position to be used in the
next time step.
With Newton’s second law of motion and by discretization on the time domain, MD
computes the dynamic trajectory of a system comprising of a large number of parti-
cles. MD was developed by Alder and Wainwright in late 1950’s and Rahman (inde-
pendently) in the 1960’s. Since then, a number of detailed implementations on specific
steps have been developed, such as the Position Verlet (PV), Forest&Ruth and etc.,
time integration scheme, and a series of solutions on contact detection like bin sort
and bubble sort etc. In this study, the PV time integration scheme is used, and the MR
contact detection algorithm is used in the contact sorting and detection process.
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2.2.2.1 The Theoretical background
The aim of computer simulations is to reproduce the reality as accurately as possible.
It in essence works like a function: the function (algorithm model) performs some
transformation on the inputs (key variables) and then an output (measurement result)
is produced. How to specify the function is therefore highly crucial to the validity of
the whole procedure. In a nutshell, a proper mathematics model is the key to a compu-
tational simulation. The model is in essence a set of governing equations.136, 140, 55, 99
There are two different models to simulate a given material: the continua approach
(macroscopic) and the discontinua approach (microscopic).
The discontinua or discontinuum approach views the material as a collection of
particles, and the macroscopic properties are merely the emergent properties of the
interaction among constituting parts whose motions are described by the Newton’s
equations of motion. In essence, the discontinua approach sets out to obtain the macro-
scopic properties of a system by deriving from the microscopic properties of the consti-
tuting elements in a system. However in the continuum view, the material is viewed as
a whole and is considered infinitely dividable. Therefore, the molecular details of the
material are simply redundant and can be wholesomely replaced by the macroscopic
properties.
It should be pointed out that different models are representations of the same
physics law under different experiment conditions, because under different conditions,
major contributing factors weigh differently, threrefore some kind of generalizations
can be made to avoid redundancy.
In a gaseous of fluid system, the fine line between the two different views lies where
the characteristic length l of the system is comparable to the mean free path λ of the
constituting particles. Below the line, the continua approach will no longer produce
truthful results, and this is when the discontinua approach must be adopted. The free
mean path λ is given by:
λ =
kT√
2piσ2 p
(2.2)
in which, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the system temperature, p is the system
pressure, and σ is the gas molecular diameter.
The continua approach works well in system with a Knudsen number (Kn) smaller
than 0.1 (Kn < 0.1) . The Knudsen number describes the rarefaction of a system and
is given by:
Kn =
λ
l
(2.3)
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The Kinetic Theory The Kinetic Theory can be used to describe the discontinua
approach, and the Navier-Stokes equations can be used to describe the continuum ap-
proach. In this study, only the Kinetic Theory will be introduced. The aim of the
Kinetic Theory is to explain how macroscopic variables, e.g. system pressure, temper-
ature etc., can be obtained from microscopic gas particle motion.
The Liouville equation uses the gas particles’ position and velocity information to
describe a system, it is the basic statistical equation that describes gas behaviour, given
by
∂P
∂ t
+∑[vi ∂P∂ri + fi
∂P
∂vi
] = 0 (2.4)
where, P = P(r,v, t) is the probability of finding a molecule within a differential phase
space volume, N is the total number of particles in the system, vi and ri are the velocity
and position of particle i at time t respectively, fi is the net external force exerted on
the particle. With the help of Bogoliubov–Born–Green–Kirkwood–Yvon hierarchy
(BBGKY hierarchy), the Liouville equation eq.2.4 can be integrated repeatedly to bear
a resemblance to the Boltzmann equation for monatomic gas, given by
∂ (n f )
∂ t
+v · ∂ (n f )
∂r
+ f · ∂ (n f )
∂v
=
∂collision(n f )
∂ t
(2.5)
where, n is the number density of gas, f is the normalized distribution function. The
left hand side of the equation represents the changes of the molecules in position space
and velocity space. The second term addresses the particle convection in position
space dr due to velocity v, the third term addresses the influence of external force f,
which leads to convection of particles in velocity space dv. The right hand side of
the equation ∂collision(n f )∂ t is the collision term, it describes the change in the number of
particles due to particle-particle collision. For a dilute gas system, it is reasonable to
assume that all particle collision are binary collisions, that is, the collision happens
between two particles only.
For a gas particle moving in three-dimensional space, the phase space in Boltzmann
equation is a six-dimensional space and can be split into two subspaces: the position
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space r and the velocity space v. 
x
y
z
vx
vy
vz

(2.6)
For a given physics quantity A, the Boltzmann equation eq.2.5 could be integrated
over the velocity space as
∞∫
−∞
∂ (nA f )
∂ t
dv+
∞∫
−∞
Av · ∂ (n f )
∂r
dv+
∞∫
−∞
Af · ∂ (n f )
∂v
dv =
1
2
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
−∞
4pi∫
0
n2(A∗+A∗1−A−A1) f1 f vrσdΩdvdv1 (2.7)
in which, A∗+A∗1−A−A1 denotes how quantity A changes when collision type
v,v1→ v∗,v∗1 happens. The first term on the left side can be written as
∞∫
−∞
∂ (nA f )
∂ t
dv =
∂
∂ t
∞∫
−∞
nA f dv =
∂
∂ t
(nA) (2.8)
The second term on the left side can be written as
∞∫
−∞
Av · ∂ (n f )
∂r
dv =
∞∫
−∞
∇ · (nvA f )dv = ∇ · (nvA) (2.9)
The third term on the left side can be written as
∞∫
−∞
Af · ∂ (n f )
∂v
dv =
∞∫
−∞
f · ∂ (nA f )
∂v
dv−
∞∫
−∞
f
∂A
∂v
n f dv =−nf · ∂A
∂v
(2.10)
Therefore eq.2.7 can be rewritten as
∂ (nA)
∂ t
+∇ · (nvA)−nf · ∂A
∂v
=4[A] (2.11)
jioklIn the cases where a the quantity A is chosen as the mass m, the momentum mv or
the kinetic energy 1/2mv2, the collision term on the right is evaluated to zero, due to
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conservation principles.
1
2
∞∫
−∞
∞∫
−∞
4pi∫
0
n2(A∗+A∗1−A−A1) f1 f vrσdΩdvdv1 = 0 (2.12)
Thus, three fundamental conservation laws can be obtained, namely the conserva-
tion of mass, conservation of momentum, and the conservation of energy.
Conservation of Mass In eq.2.11, substitute A with particle mass m,
∂ (nm)
∂ t
+∇ · (nmv) = 0 (2.13)
∂ρ
∂ t
+∇ · (ρvs) = 0 (2.14)
in which, ρ = nm is the fluid density, and vs = v is the stream velocity. Noted that the
velocity of a particle in a stream consists of two parts: the stream velocity vs and the
thermal velocity vt:
v =vs+vt (2.15)
With the concept of substantial derivative:
D
Dt
=
∂
∂ t
+vs ·∇ (2.16)
eq.2.13 can be transformed into:
Dρ
Dt
+ρ(∇ ·vs) = 0 (2.17)
eq.2.17 is the continuity equation or conservation of mass equation.
Conservation of Momentum Conservation of momentum. In eq.2.7, substitute
A with particle momentum mv,
∂ (nmv)
∂ t
+∇ · (nvmv)−ρf = 0 (2.18)
since ρ = nm, eq.2.18 is transformed into:
∂ (ρv)
∂ t
+∇ · (ρvv)−ρf = 0 (2.19)
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After some transformation, it arrives at
ρ
Dvs
Dt
+∇p−∇ · τ−ρf = 0 (2.20)
where, p is the scalar pressure given by
p =
1
3
ρ(v2tx+ v2ty+ v2tz) =
1
3
ρv2t (2.21)
and τ is the viscous stress tensor given by eq.2.22
τ =−p+δ p (2.22)
Conservation of Energy In equation eq.2.7, substitute A with particle energy
1
2mv
2,
ρ
∂
(
ρv2
2
)
∂ t
+∇ · (ρvv
2
2
)−ρf ·vs = 0 (2.23)
The final representation of the conservation energy equation is given at:
ρ
D
(
v2t
2
)
Dt
=−∇q+Φ− p(∇ ·vs) (2.24)
in which, q is the heat flux vector given by eq.2.25, Φ is the viscous dissipation
function defined by eq.2.26
q =
1
2
ρv2t vt (2.25)
Φ = (τ ·∇) ·vs (2.26)
2.2.2.2 Initial Configuration
It has been demonstrated that gaseous atoms in a closed system will eventually relax
towards the Maxwellian velocity distribution, regardless of the initial velocity field that
is assigned to it. Therefore, the sensible thing to do is to assign an initial velocity field
that conforms to the Maxwellian distribution function, with reference to the desired
temperature.
Given that the two components of velocity are independent from each other, the
Maxwellian distribution could be expressed as
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fM(vtx) =
√( m
2pikT
)
exp(−mv
2
tx
2kT
) (2.27)
in which, m is the atoms mass, k is the Boltzman constant, and T is the thermody-
namic gas temperature.
For 2D cases, system temperature evaluates to
T =
2
3
mv2
2k
=
2
3
Ek
k
(2.28)
Furthermore, each component of the molecular velocity in the Maxwellian Distri-
bution function can also be described in a Gaussian probability function, given by:
Pg(µ,σ2) =
1
σ
√
2pi
exp(−(ξ −µ)
2
2σ
) (2.29)
in which, σ is the standard deviation and µ is the mean. The Gaussian probability
function will be first used to decide the velocity distribution of the atoms in the system,
and then all atoms will be properly scaled according to the desired initial temperature.
After attributing a Gaussian distribution of velocity with reference to the system
temperature, it is necessary to perform a procedure of linear momentum equilibration
and angular momentum equilibration. This is an essential benchmarking step because
for a system in equilibrium, its total particle momentum and angular momentum should
be equal to zero.
Linear momentum equilibration.
First of all, the net momentum of the system P is calculated.
P =
N
∑
i=1
(mivi) (2.30)
in which N is the total number of particles within the system, mi is the particle
mass, and viis the velocity of the particle.
The net momentum P of a closed system should be zero, if P doesn’t evaluate to
zero then further scaling is needed to perform on each particles according to the linear
momentum equilibrium criteria as follows
vnewi = v
old
i −
P
N×mi (2.31)
in which voldi and v
new
i } are the velocity of particle i before and after the update
respectively.
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Angular momentum equilibration. The mechanism of angular momentum equili-
bration is similar to that of the linear momentum equilibration. The net angular velocity
could be obtained by
ω = I−1L (2.32)
in which, ω is the net angular velocity of the system, I is the system inertia tensor, and
L is the angular momentum. I is given by
I =
 Ixx Ixy IxzIyx Iyy Iyz
Izx Izy Izz
=

N
∑
i=1
mi(y2ri+ z
2
ri) −
N
∑
i=1
mixriyri −
N
∑
i=1
mixrizri
−
N
∑
i=1
mixriyri
N
∑
i=1
mi(x2ri+ z
2
ri) −
N
∑
i=1
miyrizri
−
N
∑
i=1
mixrizri −
N
∑
i=1
miyrizri
N
∑
i=1
mi(x2ri+ y
2
ri)

(2.33)
The angular momentum L is given by
L =
N
∑
i=1
rri×pi
rri =
 xriyri
zri
= ri− rcm (2.34)
in which, xri, yri and zri are the relative coordinates of the particle with reference to the
centre of mass rcm of the system, pi is the linear momentum of the particle. rcm could
be obtained by
rcm =
N
∑mi
i=1
ri
N
∑
i=1
mi
(2.35)
Now, the particle’s velocity field is rescaled with reference to angular momentum
as
vnewi = v
old
i −ω× ri (2.36)
2.2.2.3 Contact Detection
In MD, particles are able to move around freely and some of them may come into
contact with each other. It is therefore particularly important to develop an efficient
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algorithm to address the contact detection issue for systems comprising of hundreds
of thousands of particles. It is important to keep tracks of atoms because whether two
particles are in contact or not is decided by the distance between these two particles.
For a given particle, the most straight-forward solution is the Direct Check which
calculates the minimum distance between the particles against every particle pair and
decide if each pair is close enough to be in contact. The Direct Check is very time-
consuming and computationally-inefficient, for N particles the number of check times
on each possible particle pair is given by
T ∝ N log2 N (2.37)
A more efficient way for contact detection is to grid the whole particle domain (the
grid size is the cut-off radius), and then map all particles to the grid boxes (bounding
boxes). Therefore, for a given particle, it can only be in contact with the particles in
its surrounding bounding boxes. Thus, instead of wasting a huge amount of time in
calculating the distance between every particle pair, the whole process can be speeded
up by performing a preliminary bounding box filtering, followed by calculating the
distance between the particle pairs of interest.
As is evident from the above analysis that repetition exists in the repeated filtering
procedure of every particle repeated for N times, if the spatial information can be
shared among subsequent procedures, the efficiency can thus be greatly boosted. One
such solution is to transform the cell list into a sorted cell list which preserves the
spatial information of the particle system.
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Figure 2.1: The possible positions for the contactor atoms at current time.
Figure 2.2: When the current atom position is smaller than the previous position, the
nearly-sorted list needs to be resorted.
One obvious way to sort a list is using the binary sort, it has a processing time
proportional to N2. A number of contact detection algorithms have been developed to
address the contact detection problem more efficiently in specific problem settings, for
instance Position Code Algorithm, MR and various other contact detection algorithms.
The vast majority of the newly devised contact detection algorithms can be roughly
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divided into two categories: space-based search and body-based search.
The MR sorting agorithm offers linear processing time which is proportional to N,
because it sorts on a nearly sorted list. The basic assumption of the MR-sort is that a
particle cannot move farther than the grid size in a single time step. This is also called
the stability criterion.
The MR contact algorithm is a linear complexity algorithm, thus, for a system with
a total number of N particles, the total detection time T is proportional to N. The
advantage of this algorithm is obvious when it is used to handle systems comprising of
millions or billions of particles.
T ∝ N (2.38)
The MR contact detection algorithm has two parts, a so called MR_sort and followed
by a so called MR_search.
The difficulty in sorting a nearly sorted list is that the non-directional movement
of the particles might mess up the ordering in a massive scale. The MR-sort solves
this problem by breaking up the movement of an atom into (for a 2D scenario) two
basic directional classes: horizontal and vertical, and it further breaks down the two
classes into a cross combination of right/left with up/down. MR_sort simultaneously
sorts in each of the 4 directions (right, right-down, down, left-down) to simplify the
procedure, every update on the cell list is dynamically shared with sorting threads on
the other directions (because the parsing entity is a pointer and it works directly on
memory addresses). Thus upon completion, the end result is a neatly sorted list in
every direction, and the total processing time is proportional to 4N.
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Figure 2.3: To sort the current contactor atom into its rightful position in the cell list,
four pointers are used.
2.2.2.4 Contact Interaction
Under the context of rarefied argon gas, the interatomic interaction between the argons
is a non-bonded one, which could be described by the Van der Waals function. The Van
der Waals function is characterised by an attractive term and a repulsive term. One of
the most popular Van der Waals force field is the Lennard-Jones 12−6 function, given
by
uvdw(r) = 4ε[(
σ
r
)12− (σ
r
)6] (2.39)
in which, ε is the depth of the potential well, σ is the collision diameter.
In this study, the cut-off radius is chosen as rc = 2.5σ . The interatomic energy
decreases quickly as the distance increases. Introducing the concept of rc is important
to computational efficiency because it can greatly save computational power and boost
overall computational efficiency. For particle pairs with an interatomic distance greater
than the rc, the pair is considered not in contact therefore subsequence collision com-
putation could be spared. However, with the introduction of rc, the potential model
needs more modification to avoid the sudden jump of interaction force at exactly rc.
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One such model is called the Shifted Force Model, given by
us(r) = u(r)−u(rc) , r ≤ rc
us(r) = 0 , r > rc
(2.40)
in which, us(r)is the shifted potential, u(r) is the potential in the original force field
model. The function used in this study to represent the Van der Waals potential is the
Buffered 14− 7, proposed by Halgren. The advantage Buffered 14− 7 has is that it
prevents the potential going to infinity when the interatomic distance approaches zero
and therefore has a more accurate repulsion term for the Van der Waals potential. The
Buffered 14−7 is given by:
uvdw(r) = εi j(
1+δ
ρi j +δ
)n−m(
1+ γ
ρmi j + γ
−2) (2.41)
ρi j =
ri j
r∗i j
(2.42)
In which, εi j is the well depth, rij is the interatomic distance, the r∗i j is the minimum
energy distance. And according to Halgren, for rarefied gas, n = 14, m = 7, δ = 0.07,
γ = 0.12, therefore the Buffered 14−7 in this study is given by
uvdw(r) = εi j(
1.07r∗i j
ri j + r∗i j
)7(
1.12r∗7i j
r7i j +0.12r
∗7
i j
−2) (2.43)
From the potential function, the interatomic force can be derived at
f =−∂u(r)
∂ r
(2.44)
This interatomic force is used to update the atom velocity in every time step.
vnewt = v
old
t +
ft
m
×4t (2.45)
in which, vnewt and v
old
t are the velocity after and before the update at time t, ft is
the instantaneous interatomic force acted on the atom, m is the atomic mass, and ∆t is
the time step.
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2.2.2.5 Boundary Conditions
There are two perspectives to deal with the boundary contact problem (also called the
boundary conditions). The boundary could either be treated as aggregation of particles,
or as a wholesome boundary. For most casaes, the second approach can yield proper
results and demands less computational effort, however the first approach should be
employed whenever the atom-surface interaction could greatly affect the system kinet-
ics. In this study, the second approach is used.
Having decided the boundary type, the second question is to define under what con-
ditions atoms can be considered contacting with a certain boundary. A certain distance
needs to be marked that within which, atom-boundary contact takes place and beyond
which, atoms can be considered to be free bound by the boundary. Therefore, the
potential function is derived by integrating all the atomic-boundary potential existed
within a cut-off distance perpendicular to the boundary. Individual atom’s influence on
the boundary is measured by the contact distance daw, from the atom to the boundary.
In this thesis, a common potential field called Weeks-Chandler-Anderson potential
(WCA potential) is employed. The backbone of WCA potential is the Lennard-Jones
12− 6 potential, however, WCA only retains the repulsive part, which is plausible
enough in the boundary contact scenario. The WCA potential is given by
uWCA(daw) = 4ε[( σdaw )
12− ( σdaw )6]+ ε , daw < 21/6r
uWCA(daw) = 0 , daw ≥ 21/6r
uWCA(daw) = (2.46)
in which ε is the depth of the potential well, σ is the collision diameter, and the cut off
distance is chosen at 21/6σ in this study.
Therefore, the key job in calculating the boundary potential field lies in determining
the daw. In cases with planar walls and regular boundaries, this can be easily solved,
however in the context of irregular boundaries, special codes need to be implemented
to speed up the process.
2.2.2.6 Integration of Motion Equations
In an MD simulation, each particle is treated as a node. Newton’s second law of motion
governs the interaction between the node and the rest of the nodes. With temporal
discretization of the governing equation, the trajectory of each particle can obtained.
To this end, at each time step, the particle coordinates (xi) and the particle velocity (vi)
are collected and updated accordingly, this process is crucial for obtaining the particle
trajectory. At each time step, inter-particle forces ( fi) and particle acceleration (ai) and
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velocity after impact can be calculated from particle position and initial velocity.
x =

x1
x2
x3
...
xn

, v =

·
x1
·
x2
·
x3
...
·
xn

(2.47)
a = fia(Fiexternal, mi) (2.48)
in which, Fiexternal is the sum of the external forces on a particular particle at a
particular time, mi is the particle mass.
There exists two kinds of time integration scheme in a typical MD system, namely
the implicit time integration scheme and the explicit time integration scheme. One
drawback of the implicit scheme is that it is inefficient in dealing with large sys-
tems, it is more comfortable with systems comprising of several hundred particles.
In this study, the explicit time integration scheme is used. There are a range of dif-
ferent explicit schemes, for instance, Central Difference,5 Position Verlet,163 For-
est&Ruth,52, 116, 115 to name just a few. In this study, the Position Verlet scheme is
used.
The Position Verlet (PV) Time Integration Scheme is given by
rt+4t/2 = rt−4t/2+4t× vt (2.49)
vt+4t = vt +4t×
Ft+4t
m
(2.50)
in which, the rt+∆t/2 is the particle position at time t +∆t/2, the rt−∆t/2 is the particle
position at time t−∆t/2, the vt is the particle position at time t, the vt+∆t is the particle
position at time , the Ft+∆t is the external force acting on the particle at time t+∆t, and
m is the particle mass. Noted that, the external force can be obtained from the inter-
particle potential field function which takes the inter-particle distance as an argument.
2.2.2.7 Working Units
The working unit used in this study is given as follows:
time→ T = 10−12s (2.51)
length→ L = 10−10m (2.52)
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mass→M = 10−26kg (2.53)
The reason for using this set of scaled unit is simply for the sake of clarity and to avoid
typos. An example is offered below to explain why un-scaled (natural) unit might be a
nuisance. For argon atoms,
mass = 6.6335×10−26kg (2.54)
σ = 3.405×10−10m (2.55)
if, two argons atoms are separated by a distance of 4nm, therefore the Lennard-
Jones potential and force for the argon pair can be calculated as
u(r) = 4ε[(
σ
r
)12− (σ
r
)6] (2.56)
f =
24ε
σ
[2(
σ
r
)13− (σ
r
)7] (2.57)
in which,
ε = 161.0× k (2.58)
k = 1.38065×1023J/K (2.59)
Replacing eq.2.58 and eq.2.59.into eq.2.57.
f =
24×2.2228×10−21
3.405×10−10 [2(
3.405×10−10
5×10−10 )
13− (3.405×10
−10
5×10−10 )
7] (2.60)
As can be seen, it would make code-writing easier and computation easier if a
simple scale is employed. Also the force, pressure and energy unit are given as follows:
f orce→ F = 10−12N (2.61)
pressure→ P = 10−8Pa (2.62)
energy→ E = 10−22J (2.63)
Therefore, the eq.2.57 can now be neatly re-written as
f =
24×222.28
3.405
[2(
3.405
5
)13− (3.405
5
)7] (2.64)
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2.3 Parallel Structures
The parallel computing structure could be classified by the Flynn’s taxonomy:62, 73, 76, 82, 1, 94
• Single Instruction Stream-Single Data Stream (SISD). For example, a classic
von Neumann system.101, 104, 87
• Single Instruction Stream-Multiple Data Stream (SIMD). SIMD systems are
characterized by executing the same instruction on multiple data items. For ex-
ample, the vector processors and GPU.91, 90, 130, 133, 139, 164
• Multiple Instruction Stream-Multiple Data Stream (MIMD). For example, the
shared memory systems and distributed memory system.112, 113, 114, 105, 104
2.3.1 SISD Systems
The most important feature of an SISD system compared to parallel computing is that
at any time, the CPU could only do one thing, it could either write to or read from the
main memory, but not both. Thus the speed of the information exchange between the
CPU and the main memory is the bottleneck of an SISD system.
Nowadays, most computers are manufactured with additional memory unit called
cache besides the main memory. The CPU could read from and write to cache at
the same time, the information exchange speed between CPU and the cache is much
greater than that between the CPU and he main memory.112, 49, 50, 59, 12
2.3.2 SIMD Systems
Conventional CPU performs instructions on single piece of data, while vector proces-
sors could perform the same instructions on the whole vector of size n without any loop
required. Workload is first shared among processors, each processors then perform the
same instructions on their assigned workload. This type of parallelism is very useful
for speeding up numerical simulations.
Vector machines have been successfully utilized for parallelization of Molecular
Dynamics simulations.
2.3.3 MIMD Systems
Shared-Memory System
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Parallelisation efforts in the field of methods of discontinua directed at the shared-
memory systems have been significant due to the widespread use of multicore proces-
sors in recent years. These efforts include MD simulations43, 102, 156 as well as DEM
simulations.109, 9, 170 Performance comparisons between the shared-memory system
and the distributed memory systems have been studied extensively in both MD and
FDEM. Hu and Lu72 and Brown and Sharapov16 have carried out performance com-
parison of a parallelized MD code in both shared-memory system (using OpenMP) and
distributed-memory systems(using MPI). In FDEM, Owen and Feng118 and Schiava
D’Albano38 carried-out a performance comparison of a parallel DEM code designed
for parallelization on systems using hybrid of OpenMP and MPI on clusters have also
been studied extensively.30, 31
A shared-memory system consists of multiple processors and only one memory
which is shared among all processors. Each processor also has its own cache which
reads and writes data from into the main memory, the data in the cache is private from
other processors. In a sense, all processors share the main memory, but the working
data is first stored in its cache, which updates the main memory in an unpredictable
fashion unless been explicitly asked to.37, 39, 40, 41, 81, 82, 121
Therefore when dividing work in a shared-memory system, it is important to iden-
tify independent variable from dependent variables. And for dependent variables, it is
crucial to make sure that they are represented consistently across all processors.23, 79
OpenMP (Open Multi-Processing) is an API that supports multi-platform shared-
memory multiprocessing programming in C, C++ and FORTRAN. The core element
of OpenMP is its workload distribution (work sharing), data environment management
and thread synchronization. In C/C++, OpenMP uses directives like #pragmas to cre-
ated parallelized sections incrementally.
Distributed Memory System
A distributed-memory system consists of a number of processors each has its own
main memory. Processors communicate with each other by explicitly sending and
receiving messages between each other, this is called message passing.125, 104, 147, 172
A typical HPC cluster falls into the category of distributed-memory MIMD system.
Each computer in the HPC is called a node which may contain more than one proces-
sor. Thus a typical HPC cluster is a hybrid system of a distributed-memory network
consisted of shared-memory computers (nodes).
The main disadvantage of a distributed-memory system is the overhead cost of
communication. In contrast, communication overhead cost in shared-memory system
is much lower because memory is shared among all processors.
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Message Passing Interface (MPI) is a standardized message passing system de-
signed for parallel computers. MPI is a language independent communication proto-
col, which supports both point-to-point and collective communication.
MPI has been actively implemented in a range of MD simulation codes for paral-
lelization.7, 57, 164, 84
2.4 Parallelization Solutions to Molecular Dynamics Sim-
ulations
The two main objectives of parallelisation are to have a balanced workload (equal
problem size) on each processors and low communicational overhead cost (that the
amount of data exchanged between processors during communication should be as
small as possible).
Recent years have seen the increasing application of MD simulations from material
science to biophysics and to quantum physics.42, 54, 71, 97, 108, 137, 96, 148, 35, 46, 85, 86 And
as the complexity of the simulation system increases, so does the number of the simu-
lation particles, sometimes millions of particles need to be simulated.138, 135, 134There
have been considerable efforts to study the parallelization solutions of MD simu-
lations.110, 141, 51, 90, 106, 26, 87, 122, 145, 167, 113The most characteristic feature of any MD
simulations is a large number of separate bodies moving and interacting with each
other. The distribution of these bodies within the computational domain is changing
in an unpredictable way during the simulation runtime, therefore the communication
across processors at the end of each time step is important for correct particle migra-
tion. The rest of the chapter is an overview of the most common domain decomposition
techniques and their main features. For systems with short range force, there are pre-
dominantly three parallelization strategies in MD simulations,100, 155 namely the Repli-
cated Data method (RD), the Atom Decomposition method, the Force Decomposition
method (FD),8, 69 and Spatial Decomposition method (DD).12, 18, 20, 21, 22
2.4.1 Decomposition Methods
The traditional way66, 124, 126, 128 to parallelized the force evaluation of inter-particle
contact are categorized as atom,? force and spatial decomposition. Each method aims
to divide the whole simulation domain in a particular way. AD distributes (arbitrarily)
the particles in the simulation domain evenly among processors, SD is similar to AD
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but it differs from AD in that the particles in each processor is spatially close to each
other therefore the inter-processor communication is completely local. In contrast, FD
distribute the force matrix evenly among processors. In other words, AD aims to target
the uneven balance of particles in the domain, FD aims to target the imbalance of force
interaction densities.
In evaluating the different decomposition methods, it is important to evaluate the
following aspect of each method:
• the communicational cost per processor,
• the communication-to-computation ratio,
• and the load balancing problem.
Method Communication
cost
Computational
cost
commu-to-
compu
ratio
Programs
RD O(NlogP) O(N/P) O(PlogP) CHARMM,
AMBER
AD O(N) O(N/P) O(P) EGO
FD O(N/
√
P) O(N/P) O(
√
P) LAMMPS,
CHARMM
SD O(N/P) O(N/P)2 O(N/P)1/2 SIGMA, ddgmq
Table 2.1: For a 2D simulation, the scalability of different decomposition strategies.
The communication across processors is very expensive for distributed memory
system, therefore the communicational cost per processor determines how quickly the
parallelized version of the code could run.
The communication-to-computation ratio is a very important concept in parallel
computing as it shows to how much extent is the parallelized code scalable with in-
creasing number of processors.
The load balancing is very important in parallel computing as well because at each
time step, synchronization need to be carried out across all processors. And if certain
processors have a huge work load it will take them significantly longer time to do the
job (and hence, to reach the synchronization point), as a result other processors will
have to sit idle at the synchronization point to wait for the slower processors to finish
the job (increasing computation time), thus bringing down the efficiency.
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2.4.1.1 Atom Decomposition Methods
The Atom Decomposition Methods is an improved version on the one of the earliest
parallelization method, Replicated Data. In the RD scheme, the N number of particles
in the whole simulation domain is evenly distributed into P number of processors, each
processor will calculate the force on its local particles.
At each time step, each processor will examine all N particles in the entire domain
to decide the contact forces for its local N/P particles and then update the net force for
its N particles.
Assuming a cutoff radius, the local computational cost scales with N/P. As the
updated net force on all of the N particles need to be shared and added up across all
processors, it leads to a communication time cost proportional to NlogP. Thus, the
communication-to-computation ratio is PlogP. A computational-to-communication
ratio that is independent of the number of particles N means the algorithm is not strictly
scalable, because should the number of particles N doubles, it is not possible to retain
the same efficiency by doubling the number of particles P. The biggest advantage
of RD is that it is relatively easy to implement, the biggest downside is that is it is
not scalable.124 RD is used widely in commercial MD algorithms like CHARMM,19
AMBER,168 UHGromos and etc.
Like RD, AD also assigns each processor with a fixed group of particles. In a
system with N particles, each of the P processor is assigned a group of N/P particles,
the particles assigned to each processor need not to have any spatially relationships,
one common way is to group the same type of particles in one processor. The only
difference lies in the communication mode.
In each time step, each processor will compute the force acting on its N/P particles
by examining its local particle’s distance to all the particles in the whole simulation
domain, this means the computational cost of each processor is O(N/P). This also
means that at each time step, each processor will need a copy of the position of all other
particles in the domain across all the other processors. The message size scales with
N, instead of the point-to-point communication mode deployed in RD, AD employs
an all-to-all communication mode which leads to an O(N) communicational cost per
processor, thus producing a computation-to-communication ratio at P. Therefore, AD
is not strictly scalable and works most efficiently with a huge number P of processors.
A number of commercial MD algorithms use AD to parallelize, e.g. EGO and etc.
In terms of load balancing, each processor will have an equal amount of work if
the simulated system is has a uniform atom density. However, density non-uniformity
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might arise in cases like phase change and etc. This could be overcome by randomly
permutating the atom ordering in the beginning of each time step.
Various algorithms have been developed to perform the communication efficiently
on different parallel machine and architectures, usually the optimized all-to-all com-
munication algorithm provided in the MPI library is used.83
In summary, the atom decomposition divide the force calculation evenly across
processors. The advantage of AD is that it is easy to implement, very few changes
are required to parallelize an existing sequential code, this characteristic makes AD
the most popular technique for parallel molecular dynamics.128, 127, 147, 158, 162, 100 The
essence of the AD method is that each processor runs the same MD program, per-
forming the same operations up to the point where a task (the force evaluation) need
to be carried out in parallel, and each node takes part of the parallel task, and at the
end of this task any data required by all processors must be passed and shared in a
communication step. The draw back of the AD is that first, it is relative expensive
in terms of memory as each processor needs a complete copy of all the particles in
the simulation domain,25, 24, 26, 27, 34, 32 and second, this method also requires global
communication across the processors, the communicational cost scales with N, and is
independent of P the number of processors, leading to a high communicational cost,
also the performance is not scalable. AD has been extensively used in a range of MD
simulations.18, 49, 70, 77, 95, 133, 143, 150, 149, 152, 151, 171, 10, 66, 162
2.4.1.2 Force Decomposition Methods
FD methods a is block decomposition that distributes the work load of force calculation
(the force matrix) across processors at each time step. The main difference between
FD and AD is that FD decomposes the force matrix in blocks, while AD decomposes
the force matrix in rows with respect to the contactor atoms.
In each time step, for a system with N particles across P processors, the whole
force matrix is of size N×N, each processor will have a share of the matrix of size
(N/
√
P×N/√P), meaning the computational cost is O(N/P) for each node, and for
each processor to calculate this sub-matrix, it will need the coordinates of 2N/
√
P
particles from
√
P processors, which means the communicational cost is O(N/
√
P),
thus the communication-to-computation ratio scales with
√
P. As explained in the
previous section, FD is not strictly scalable.
Also, the load balancing might be a problem with FD. The processors will have
equal share of work only when the force matrix block is sufficiently and randomly
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permutated, in other words, the system has a uniform density.
To summarize, FD decomposes the force matrix in block-wise fashion. The main
advantage of FD is that it is easy to implement, and its communication cost is relatively
much low compared to AD. The disadvantage of FD is that it doesn’t scale strictly.
FD methods is used a range of commercial MD software, e.g. LAMMPS,128
CHARMM,74 and etc.
2.4.1.3 Spatial Decomposition
The spatial decomposition divides the physical simulation domain into smaller subdo-
mains (boxes) assigned to each processors.33 In each time step, each processor will
only compute the force and update the velocity of the group of particles that are spa-
tially close to each other in the subdomain. Atoms will be re-assigned to different
processors if they leave the subdomain of the local processor. In force calculation,
since each processor will only need to assess the neighbouring particles that are imme-
diately outside of its subdomain, it will only need to communicate with a handful (8
in 2D simulations, and 26 in 3D simulations) of neighbouring boxes that surround it.
Thus, the communication in DD is completely local compared with the global ones in
AD and FD. The key in SD scheme is to minimize the communication cost as low as
possible, the communication cost is directly related to the length (surface) of the box.
In a 2D simulation, the most commonly used communication scheme in SD algorithm
is east-west-north-south exchange.
The biggest advantage of SD is its significantly lowered communication cost. It
is achieved by exploiting the locality of particles within a domain by performing lo-
cal communications. For a uniformly distributed 2D system, the computational cost
scales with the surface of the box (N/P)2, and the communicational cost scales with
the perimeter of the box N/P. Therefore, the communication-to-computation ratio is
derived at (N/P)1/2, making the algorithm highly scalable with increasing number of
processors.
One of the biggest disadvantage of SD is that it is not easy to implement, and in
most cases the sequential code has to be re-written completely. Another huge disad-
vantage SD has to face is the possibility of load imbalance. Since the whole simulation
domain is divided up spatially, if the simulated system is not uniformly distributed,
some processors will end up with more particles than others, and since force evalu-
ation is the most time consuming part in a sequential code, even a tiny difference in
the number of particles across processors will lead to huge idle time for the rest of
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the processors, thus reducing the efficiency. One way to solve the problem is to in-
corporate the base idea of Atom Decomposition which is to distribute a fixed number
of particle to each processor with the base idea of Spatial Decomposition which is to
group spatially close particles in each processor for lower communicational cost: Load
Balancing.
Load balancing is a dynamics process, the aim of which is to make sure that at
any given time step, each processor will have approximately the same work load to
accomplish thus wasting no computational power. Before the end of each time step,
after particles have updated their positions, if there exists particle migration, then the
entire domain needs to be re-evaluated and re-divided in a way that each box will have
the approximately same number of local particles.69, 111 Dynamic load balancing needs
to be carried out at the end of each step should there be particle migrations.
Figure 2.4: The dynamic load balance. Before load balancing, each processor handles
a different number of particles ranging from 1 to 4, this will lead to huge waste of
computational power as processors will have to halt and wait at the synchronization
point. The dynamic load balancing solves the problem by redistributing approximately
equal number of particles into each processors.
Recent years have seen a number of hybrid decomposition methods among the
traditional AD, FD and SD.
Snir153and Shaw144 independently developed the Neutral Territary Methods, albeit
distinctly different, they are both a hybrid between the traditional Spatial Decomposi-
tion and Force Decomposition to parallelize the pair-wise range-limited (or distance-
limited) particle interaction with a low communication band-wdith (the size of the
message to be exchanged between processors).16, 15, 80, 129 Not entirely like the SD
method, the Neutral Territory Method sometimes evaluate a pair-wise interaction in a
processor in which neither party of the pair resides. Several similar methods have been
subsequently developed using the same techniques, for example, Bowers et al16, 15
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have proposed the mid-point method, Bowers et al14 have developed the eighth shell
methods. The Neutral Territory Methods have been used extensively in bio-molecular
simulations,154 transient system analysis129 and etc.
NAMD and NAMD2107 have also been developed as unique hybrid decomposition
strategies that combines the advantages of spatial decomposition and force decompo-
sition, which permits the program to utilize a large number of processors.123, 98
In this thesis, the decomposition strategy chosen is a Spatial Decomposition one.
The reason being AD and FD which thrives on THE randomly permutation of either the
particle list or the force matrix respectively will totally ruin the MR Contact Algorithm
that exploits the near-sortedness and the spatial order of the particle list. Employing
either AD or FD would render the MR sort and search useless with very little net gain
in efficiency. The Spatial Decomposition method however is inherently coherent with
the MR Contact algorithm, the idea is that the YNANO program should be parallelized
in such a way that each processor could perform the MR sort and search algorithm in-
dependently in its local domain, the only thing alien to the original sequential program
is the inter-processor communication.
2.4.2 Performance of a Parallel Implementation
The main aim to parallelise a sequential program is to enhance its performance. Thus,
it is necessary to introduce some metrics to measure the performance of a parallel
implementation, among many performance metrics, speedup and efficiency are the
most commonly used.82, 89, 158, 171
Speedup. Speedup is the ratio between the sequential execution time ts and the
parallel execution time (wall time) on p processors tp
S =
ts
tp
(2.65)
The speedup is considered linear when:
tp =
ts
p
(2.66)
In practice speedup is usually smaller due to the expensive communication over-
head cost between processors. By combining the above two equations, the speedup
could be derived at:
S5 ts
ts/p
= p (2.67)
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When S > p, the speedup is considered super linear. Super linear speedup is not
impossible, but in most cases it is the result of utilizing extra amount of memory avail-
able on the parallel system. Therefore, in most cases the speedup is usually smaller
than the number of processors p used. Communicational overhead is an unavoidable
result from running a program on multiple processors. In the context of computing on a
distributed-memory system, the overhead cost includes communication between nodes
in the whole network. The speed of data exchange between nodes is usually much
slower than the local memory access within a node. Thus shared-memory systems
should have a much smaller communication overhead than the distributed-memory
systems. Another overhead that comes with the Spatial Decomposition method used
in Molecular Dynamics simulations is the particle migration. Since Molecular Dy-
namics simulations usually deals with a volatile system, and the nature of the Spatial
Decomposition states that each processor only calculates a group of particles that are
spatially close (ideally each processor has an equal number of particles), it is possible
that at certain time step some particles will leave or entre the subdomain of a proces-
sor, and hence particle migration across processors is will need to be performed. The
information that need to be exchanged in the particle migration process is the particle
position, velocity and ID.
Efficiency. The efficiency of a parallel implementation is the ratio between speedup
S and the number of processors p. The efficiency can be expressed as follows:
E =
S
p
=
ts
p  tp
(2.68)
Scalability. Scalability is a very important metric to assess the quality of a paral-
lelized algorithm.127, 104, 70, 59, 80, 13
• Scalable: if efficiency E remains constant when both the number of particles N
and the number of processors P increase in the same rate.
– strong scaling: if the efficiency E remains constant when the number of
processor P is increasing and the number of particles N is fixed. This means
that the increasing communicational cost is well offset by the efficiency
saved in computational cost.
– weak scaling: if the efficiency E remains constant when number of proces-
sor P and the number of particles N increase at the same rate.
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2.4.3 Floating Point and Rounding Error
Some fraction numbers need a large (or even infinite) amount of places to be expressed
without rounding off. In a 32 bit system, a 32 bit variable can have 232 different values,
in a 64 bit system, a 64 bit variable has 264 values. Therefore, any rational numbers
(which is infinitely many) which is longer than 264 do not have precise representation
in the memory in a 64 bit system. In other words, due to the limited space of the
memory and cache in a computer, it cannot accurately represent the infinite of these
fraction numbers, therefore many numbers stored in the memory or cache are just
approximations of the number they are intended to represent.
Real numbers have to be rounded off to be stored in the memory. However, this
introduces a so-called rounding error which is an unavoidable consequence of the float-
ing point computation.61, 63, 44, 11 Any floating point number is saved in the computer’s
memory in the following format:
m×be (2.69)
where m is a significant (or mantissa), b is a base and e is an exponent. A significant
is the part of a number in scientific notation or a floating-point number that consists of
its significant digits p. A real number is rounded to the closest floating point number.
The relative error of this operation can be calculated as follows:
relativeerror =
real number− f loating point representation
real number
(2.70)
When the real number is rounded to the floating point number, the maximum rela-
tive error of this operation is bounded by a so-called machine epsilon ε . The values of
machine epsilon are prescribed by IEEE standard and they depend on the precision p,
base b and the number of bits allocated in the memory.
Therefore, the rounding error has one very important unfavourable consequence
for the parallel computation: Different processors will produce different results even
by executing the same input file. This is because of the fact that, for instance, the
summation of contact forces of a particle will be performed different orders on different
processors, and with each summation comes with the rounding, in the end different
order of summation will lead to different rounded summation for the same particle
across processors.
With respect to this thesis, the rounding error could have a particularly nasty con-
sequence in particle migration. Neighbouring processors may round the position of the
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same shared particle differently, and this could lead to an disagreement to whether a
particle should be migrated or not. For instance, at beginning of time t0 two neighbour-
ing processors PA and PB have a shared particle X , at the end of t0, due to the rounding
error on different machines, PA decides that X has left its domain and it subsequently
clears its particle information off its memory, but PB decides that X is still in its do-
main. At time t1, during force update between PA and PB, PB will attempt to send to PA
the force components of X , but PA no longer holds X in its domain, this could create
a fatal error in MPI communication as the receiving message size doesn’t match the
sending message size, and will lead to the termination of the program.
Chapter 3
DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW CONTACT
DETECTION ALGORITHM FOR
PERIODIC BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
3.1 Introduction
The Molecular Dynamics simulation (MD) is an atomistic discontinua simulation tool
which has been widely used in computational physics, biology, nano mechanic, nano
technology and etc.58, 88, 92, 131, 160 The most time consuming part of a MD simulation
is its contact detection process, therefore a good contact detection algorithm is essential
to the efficiency of a simulation.1, 6, 18, 25 The MR linear contact detection (linear sort
and linear search) algorithm is a widely-used contact detection algorithm because of
its linear processing time proportional to the number of atoms. However, the MR
is developed without a periodic boundary condition (PBC), which greatly limits its
application in fluid and gas dynamics simulations.
The MR contact detection algorithm is a linear algorithm because it is built on the
idea of sorting on a nearly-sorted list, which means that between two consecutive time
steps, the movement of any particle is restricted under one cell length, this is also called
the stability criterion. For example in Figure 3.1, during one time step, a particle in
[1,1] could only move within the 3×3 matrix immediately around it.
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Figure 3.1: The neighbouring cells.
Figure 3.2: A perfectly sorted linked list.
The difference between a perfectly sorted and a nearly sorted list can be illustrated
in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3. At time t1, the list is perfectly sorted. However at time
t2, while all other particles maintain the same integerized coordinates, particle No.6
is no longer smaller than particle No.7 or particle No.8, therefore the list is no longer
perfectly sorted, but rather, nearly sorted. The sorting process could be greatly en-
hanced if spatial relationship is preserved in a certain way between consecutive time
steps. As discussed above, the order of list is only broken when a previously bigger (in
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integerized coordinates) particle becomes smaller than its previous particle, there are
four directions along which a bounding box can move to make this happen, namely,
down, left, down-left, down-right.
Figure 3.3: The linked list.
The MR_sort algorithm assigns four different pointers to track those directions, and
as the list is parsed from the beginning to the end, each pointer is called forth when
its corresponding moving direction is detected. The mechanism is very similar to the
resolution of vector. As all pointers will only march forward once, in the end the list
will only need to be parsed once to be updated with the right order.
As is evident from the above analysis, the MR_sort is a linear sorting algorithm, it
fully ultilizes the stability criterion installed and exploits the spatial relationships of a
nearly sorted list.
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3.2 Problem Defined
Figure 3.4: The periodic boundary condition scheme.
Periodic boundary conditions (PBC) can be used to simulate very big or infinite sys-
tem. However, when it comes to applying PBC to the MR_sort and search algorithm,
problems arise.
Firstly, the PBC breaks the stability criterion required by the MR_sort. Under PBC,
when atoms on either end step out of the boundary, they will need to migrate back to
other side of the domain, in most cases this step is greater than one bounding box
length. As a result, the regular pointers in the MR_sort algorithm will keep going back
and forth which might lead to one pointer repeatedly covering the part of cell list that it
has covered before. As a consequence, the MR_sort for PBC might result in a sorting
time far greater than linear time.
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Figure 3.5: Problem arises under the periodic boundary conditions. When the dimen-
sion of the simulation domain is greater than one bounding box length, the stability
criteria is broken.
In the physics sense, there is no problem moving the particles from one edge to the
other as long as the energy of the system is conserved, the problem presented here is a
computational sorting one resulted from coordinates indexing. The solution is, for all
left periodic particles expecting to move to the right side, their integerized coordinates
will be labelled in such a way that they are shifted one bounding box length up (one row
up), and all right periodic particles expecting to move to the left side, their integerized
coordinates will be labelled in such a way that they are shifted one bounding box length
down i.e. one row lower.
For this labelling to work, the stability criteria needs to expand slightly into: be-
tween two consecutive time steps, no particle could move a greater length than twice
the length of a bounding box. As a result, one extra directional pointer is needed to
parse the list.
Given the fact that no ordering is kept for particles with the same integerized coor-
dinates, the labelling is effectively fully utilizing the MR_sort to put the moved peri-
odic particle right behind the particles in the MR list.
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Figure 3.6: For all left periodic particles expecting to move to the right side, their in-
tegerized coordinates will be labelled in such a way that they are shifted one bounding
box length up (one row up)
Figure 3.7: For atoms that step outside the left side boundary, No.9a, 9b or 9c are
the possible ghost atoms of the current contactor atom; No.9a∗, 9b∗ and 9c∗ are the
periodic atoms of the corresponding ghost positions.
As discussed above, the biggest obstacle in sorting a PBC cell list is dealing with
the discontinuity of integerized coordinates for atoms that step in and out of the pe-
riodic boundary. In Figure 3.7, atom No.9 was in box [0,3] in the previous time, in
the current time it might move to be either atom No.9a, 9b or 9c, these are called the
ghost atoms. Under the PBC assumption, atom No.9a, 9b or 9c should migrate to be
the periodic atom No.9a, 9b or 9c on the other side. The discontinuity of integerized
list lies in that the periodic atom No.9a, 9b or 9c now has larger coordinates than atom
No.9a, 9b or 9c respectively, while in a physics sense, it should have acquired smaller
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coordinates. This directly results in the inefficiency of the MR_sort algorithm, as in
MR_sort algorithm, the advance pointers will have to move back and forth repeatedly
to accommodate the PBC, as a result, the total running time will not be linear to the
length of the list.
Thus, the problem can be termed this way: how to modify the MR_sort and search
algorithm to achieve a (O) of linear time in sorting a cell list under the periodic bound-
ary conditions. The key to solve this problem is how to make the periodic atoms that
disturb the ordering of the list stay within order. In order to preserve the linearity of
the sorting and searching algorithm, a new MR_PB linear algorithm is developed with
a CPU time proportional to the number of particles.
Figure 3.8: For atoms that step outside the left side boundary, No.12a, 12b or 12c are
the possible ghost atoms of the current contactor atom; No.12a∗, 12b∗ and 12c∗ are
the periodic screen atoms of the corresponding ghost positions.
3.3 The 2D MR_PB Linear Sort Algorithm
To solve this discontinuity, ghost-plugin atoms are created to help preserve the “nearly
sortedness” of the cell list. Each ghost atom No.9a, 9b or 9c is shifted upwards by
one cell size length to position 9a∗, 9b∗ and 9c∗. This is equivalent to appending the
ghost-plugin atoms right behind (larger than) the periodic atoms No.9a, 9b and 9c, and
since ordering doesn’t matter within a spatial cell, this shifting method can retain the
“nearly sortedness” of the cell list.
It should be noted that in the MR_PB sort algorithm, only ghost-plugin atom
No.9a∗ will be parsed because it retains the spatial near-sortedness. Figure 3.9 il-
lustrates a periodic atom on the other side (No.12). Atom No.12 was in box [3,2] in
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the previous time, in the current time it might move to be Ghost position No.12a∗,
12b∗ or 12c∗, which means the corresponding periodic atom would be No. 12a, 12b
or 12c.
Figure 3.9: Each ghost atom is assigned with a ghost-plugin atom that can retain the
spatial relation and preserve the "near sortedness" of the cell-list. For ghost atoms
(No.9a, 9b or 9c) that step outside the left side boundary, ghost-plugin atom No.9a∗,
9b∗ or 9c∗ each represents a bounding box that is one box-length higher than the ghost
atoms bounding box. The end result is to place the pointer right after the periodic
screen atom bounding box.
Figure 3.10: For ghost atoms (12a, 12b and 12c) that step outside the right side bound-
ary, pointers 12a*, 12b* and 12c* each points to a bounding box that is one box-length
lower than the ghost atom bounding box. The end result is to place the pointer right
before the periodic atom bounding box.
Ghost-plugin atoms No. 12a∗, 12b∗ and 12c∗ are created by shifting the ghost
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atom downwards by one cell size length. This is equivalent to appending the ghost-
plugin atoms right in front of (smaller than) the periodic atoms No.12a, 12b and 12c.
Similarly in the MR_PB sort algorithm, only ghost-plugin atom No.12b∗ and 12c∗will
be parsed because they have retained the near-sortedness of the cell list. It should be
noted that the MR_PB sort algorithm will be parsing on 3 additional pointers on top
of the 4 pointers from the original MR_sort algorithm. Since every pointer will only
parse forward once, the total CPU time will be proportional to the number of atoms.
Algorithm 3.1 Updating the ghost plugin particles.
1: double dx . The x coordinate of contactor particle
2: integer dgpx,dgpy . Coordinate of the ghost-plugin particle
3: double bndleft,bndright . X coordinate for left and right boundary respectively
4: double size . The longitudinal size of the domain.
5: double sizecell . The cell size of the bounding box
6: if (dx > bndright) then
7: dgpx = dx+ cellsize
8: dgpy = dy− cellsize
9: dx = dx− size
10: else if (dx < bndleft) then
11: dgpx = dx− cellsize
12: dgpy = dy+ cellsize
13: dx = dx+ size
14: end if
3.4 The 2D MR_PB Linear Search Algorithm
Contact is defined between two particles, the contactor and the target. For each contac-
tor particle, its nearest neighbours are parsed to for potential contact pairs. A contact
mask is created to avoid repetition in this process.
For contactor atom with minimum integerized x coordinate, that is, if it is on the left
edge of the periodic boundary, its contact mask can be seen in Figure 3.11. The central
cell will include not only the regular neighbouring cells, but also periodic neighbouring
cells from the other end (with maximum integerized x coordinate). The contact mask
consists of two rows, for each row, a beginning pointer (beg) and end pointer (end) are
defined.
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Figure 3.11: Contact mask in 2D for contactor atom with minimum integerized x co-
ordinate.
Figure 3.12: Contact mask in 2D for contactor atom with minimum integerized x co-
ordinate and its target particle from the other side.
The aim of the process is to locate which atoms are in the neighbouring bounding
boxes, the process is carried out by identifying which bounding boxes precede or ap-
pend after each contact mask in each row. By parsing the cell-list from List Head (LH)
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until a bounding box that is no less than the first box in each contact mask row, the be-
ginning bounding box can be obtain. And by parsing from the beginning bounding box
until a box that is greater than the last box in each contact mask row, the end bounding
box can be obtained.
The regular contact mask is exactly the same as in the MR_search. For periodic
bounding conditions, an additional periodic contact mask with two rows is imple-
mented. In the case of contactor atom with minimum integerized x coordinate, two
more sets of beginning and end bounding boxes are needed on top of the two regular
sets, and in the case of contactor atom with maximum integerized x coordinate, one
more set of beginning and end bounding boxes are needed for on top of the two regular
sets.
By the same principle, for contactor atom with maximum integerized x coordinate,
that is, if it is on the right edge of the periodic boundary, its contact mask can be seen
in Figure 3.13.
In regular boundary conditions, two sets of beginning and end bounding boxes are
needed to filter the cell list. However, in periodic bounding conditions, in the case of
contactor atom with minimum integerized x coordinate, two more sets of beginning
and end bounding boxes are needed on top of the two regular sets, and in the case of
contactor atom with maximum integerized x coordinate, one more set of beginning and
end bounding boxes are needed on top of the two regular sets.
A detailed example of the contact search and detection algorithm can be seen in
Figure 3.15. The whole simulation domain is consisted of 16 bounding boxes, given
the contactor atom as atom No.9 on the left edge and atom No.12 on the right edge,
the contact search and detection for each contactor atom is explained as follows.
Pointer set 1 and 2 deal with the regular domain, pointer set 3 and 4 are for periodic
particles on the left edge, and point set 5 is for periodic particles on the right.
First, atom No.9 is the current contactor atom. The regular neighbouring bounding
boxes for atom are box [0,2], [0,1] and [1,1], therefore the beg1 pointer will point to
the first atom in box [0,2] and end1 will point to the contactor atom itself. beg2 pointer
will point to the first atom in box [0,1] and end2 pointer will point to the first atom in
box [2,1].
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Figure 3.13: Contact mask in 2D for contactor atom with maximum integerized x
coordinate.
Figure 3.14: Contact detection in 2D for contactor atom with maximum integerized x
coordinate and its target particle from the other side.
For periodic neighbouring bounding boxes, beg3 pointer will point to the first atom
(No.12) in the last bounding box [3,2] which is of the same line to the contactor atom,
and end3 will point to first atom (No.13) in bounding box [0,3] which is immediately
after bounding box [3,2]. And finally, beg4 will point to the first atom (No.6) in the
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last bounding box [3,1] which is one line lower than the contactor atom, and end3 will
point to first atom (No.8) in the contactor bounding box which is immediately after
bounding box [3,1]. It is evident that for contactor atoms with minimum integerized x
coordinate, 2 sets of extra pointer are needed.
Figure 3.15: Contact detection range for contactor atom No.9 on the left side. Aside
from the 2 sets of beginning and end pointers in the MR_search algorithm, another 2
sets of pointers need to be implemented to search for the cut-paste atoms on the other
end.
For contactor atom on the right edge, for example atom No.12, as can be seen in
Figure 3.16. It is evident from the scheme that atom No.1 and 2 are the periodic neigh-
bouring atoms for the contactor atom. Therefore, for contactor atom with maximum
integerized x coordinate, only one set of extra pointer is needed.
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Figure 3.16: Contact detection range for contactor atom No.12 on the right side. Aside
from the 2 sets of beginning and end pointers in the MR_search algorithm, another set
of pointers need to be implemented to search for the cut-paste atoms on the other end.
After the completion of this stage, target atoms can be identified by selecting those
atoms that are no less than the beginning bounding box and smaller than the end bound-
ing box in each contact mask in each row. This way, contact search is simplified into
parsing the atoms between each set of beginning and end bounding boxes. Since all
boxes will only advance forward once along the ordered cell list, the total CPU time
for MR_PB linear search is theoretically proportional to the number of atoms.
3.5 The 3D MR_PB Linear Sort Algorithm
In 3D simulations, the MR_sort is also built upon the stability criterion. However, the
3×3 2D matrix now needs to be expanded into a 3×3×3 3D matrix.
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Figure 3.17: For a 3D simulation, the central cell now has 26 nearest neighbours.
For a 3× 3 matrix of neighbouring cells in 2D simulations, it has been explained
that four direction pointers will be used to track four directions of displacement. Sim-
ilarly, in a 3×3×3 3D matrix, more direction pointers will be added to accommodate
more directions of displacement, for the purpose of simplicity, all direction pointers are
labelled alphabetically. In total, 13 direction pointers are needed in 3D MR_sorting.
Figure 3.18: For the lightly shaded central cell, it has 26 nearest neighbouring cells
around it, all are the possible location for its next step. Among the 26, only 13 (A
to M) are of interest because these cells have smaller integerized coordinates than the
central cell.
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It should be noted that in the integerized coordination scheme deployed in the
MR_sort and search, the z direction takes precedence over the y direction, and the
y direction in turn takes precedence over the x direction.
Figure 3.19: Under the integerized coordinate scheme, the z direction takes precedence
over the y direction, and the y directions takes precedence over the x direction.
The precedence rule is important because it affects the choice of the longitudinal
axis and periodic plane as inlet and outlet. For instance, if direction z is chosen as
the longitudinal axis, and the xy plane is the periodic plane for inlet and outlet, then
problem will arise.
Figure 3.20: The inlet and outlet under periodic boundary condition.
The problem that arises could be summarized as: the periodic movement from the
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edges (inlet and outlet) drastically promotes or demotes the periodic bounding box to
the highest or lowest z hierarchy. Unlike the 2D case where the promotion or demotion
can be mitigated by shifting up and down the y axis, because the drastic change takes
place on the x axis, if the drastic change takes place along the z axis, it doesn’t work
here because already the z axis takes the highest precedence. Therefore for this study,
the yz plane is chosen as the periodic plane, and the x axis is chosen as the longitudinal
axis. In other word, the 3D PBC scheme will be an expansion of the 2D PBC scheme.
Figure 3.21: In this study, the yz plane will be the periodic plane and axis x will be the
longitudinal axis. Thus, the 3D PBC will be an expansion of the 2D PBC.
As explained above and in the previous sections, the 2D MR_PB works around the
problem by creating a set of corresponding ghost-plugin particles, they shift along the y
axis either one cell size upwards or one cell length downwards, depending on whether
the current particle is on the inlet or the outlet. The same solution can be applied to 3D
PBC as well, since 3D keeps the basic structure of the 2D model.
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Figure 3.22: For current particle on the inlet box (lightly shaded) with minimum in-
tegerized x coordinate, it can move to any of the dashed boxes on the other side (copied
from inlet). But only the heavily shaded ones will be re-arranged in the sorting process.
For instance, to create ghost-plugin particles for current particles on the inlet (with
minimum integerized x coordinate), all the possible ghost particles are shifted upwards
along y axis one cell size length, this is equivalent to appending the ghost-plugin parti-
cle right behind its corresponding periodic particle on the other side (on the outlet).
Similarly, for atoms on the outlet (with maximum integerized x coordinate), all
possible ghost particles are shifted along the y axis one cell length downward, this
is equivalent to inserting the ghost-plugin particle right in front of its corresponding
periodic particle on the other side (on the inlet). Because ordering within one cell
doesn’t matter, this shifting method retains the spatial logic of the near-sorted list. It is
evident from the analysis that two more pointers are needed.
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Figure 3.23: For current particles on the inlet, ghost-plugin particles are created by
shifting the periodic particles one cell length upwards.
Figure 3.24: For current particle on the outlet box (lightly shaded) with maximum
integerized x coordinate, it can move to any of the dashed boxes on the other side
(copied from inlet). But only the heavily shaded ones will be re-arranged in the sorting
process.
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Figure 3.25: For current particles on the outlet, ghost-plugin particles are created by
shifting the periodic particles one cell length downwards.
3.6 Verification of the MR_PB Linear Contact Detec-
tion Algorithm: 19,801 atoms inside a periodic cu-
bic container
In this section, the MR_PB linear sort and the MR_PB linear search algorithm devel-
oped in the previous section are tested. The testing case is a 2D model. The system
comprises of 19,801 argon atoms placed in a periodic cubic container with rigid up-
per/lower walls and periodic left/right walls. The argon atoms are placed in a bcc (body
centred cubic) configuration in the centre of the container in the start of the simulation,
and each atom’s velocity is assigned acoording to the Kinetic Theory. The upper/lower
walls in the simulation are surface plane, the interaction between the atoms and the
container walls is described by the Lennard-Jones 12−6 interaction potential.
The total time steps taken are 100,000 ps and the time step size of the simulation
is 4t = 0.001 ps. After each contact between the atom and the wall, there should
be no increment on the total internal energy, which is the sum of kinetic energy and
potential energy. The total energy fluctuates during the collision between an atom and
the wall, it is caused by the fact that during Central Difference time integration, atom
velocity and the position are calculated at different point of time. For instance, the
atom position is calculated at t = ti, while its velocity is calculated at t = ti−4t. The
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energy difference can be reduced by using a smaller time step.
The important fact is that total energy as the system is conserved as it relaxes into
equilibrium, this shows that MR_PB sort and MR_PB search are accurate in finding
all the contacting pairs at each time step. Because if the algorithm fails to identify a
collision pair, there will be a jump in the system total energy, which is not observed in
the test example.
Figure 3.26: MR_PB test- Initial Conditions.
Figure 3.27: MR_PB test- Evolution of the total energy of the system as a function of
time.
3.7 Efficiency Study
A MR_PB linear contact detection algorithm is consisted of an MR_PB linear sort
and then an MR_PB linear search. A set of validation experiment is set up to test the
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MR_PB linear contact algorithm.
The experiment consists of varying number of N particles with interspacing d along
the x and y directions. For each different value of N, the CPU time for contact detection
per 10 loops are solved. All results are obtained on a computer with Intel 3.3GHz
random access memory (RAM) space. The results can be seen from Figure 3.29 and
Figure 3.30, the number of particles are changing from N = 7,813 to N = 1,998,001.
It is evident that the CPU time for MR_PB is proportional to N, as all components of
the MR_PB contact detection are linear.
The results show that MR_PB sort and search algorithm are linear contact detection
algorithm, and it can greatly save the computational time needed for a given simulation.
Figure 3.28: Atoms are initially placed in a 2D bcc configuration with interspacing of
d.
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Figure 3.29: The Comparison between CPU time against the number of atoms between
binary sort and MR_PB sort. The CPU time for MR_PB sort is linearly proportional
to the number of atoms.
Figure 3.30: The CPU time as a function of the number of atoms in both MR_PB sort
and MR_PB search algorithm. The total CPU time of the MR_PB contact detection is
proportional to the number of atoms as well.
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3.8 Conclusions
A verification example has been performed to test the accuracy of the MR_PB algo-
rithm. It has shown that there’s no jump in the total energy of the system and the total
energy of the system is conserved, which in turn suggests that the MR_PB algorithm
catches all contacting pairs and thus proves the validity of the developed the MR_PB
algorithm.
Chapter 4
Shared-Memory Based Parallelization
Solutions of YNANO
4.1 Introduction
As explained in Chapter 2, OpenMP is a shared-memory API that supports shared-
memory multiprocessing in C++, C and Fortran.6, 25, 27 In OpenMp, a master thread
forks into a number (depending on how many processors there are on a single node)
of slave threads, and the task is divided among all the threads. All threads run concur-
rently, with the runtime environment allocating threads to different processors.23, 79
The advantage of OpenMP over MPI is at the same time its limitation, that OpenMP
solutions could only be implemented on one single node. Because of its portability and
ease of use, OpenMP has been actively applied to incrementally parallelize a handful
of MD codes and has been applied to a range of simulations.4, 3, 28, 36, 56, 103, 119, 157
In shared-memory systems, memory is accessible (visible) to all processors on the
same node. The workload is shared among the cores on a single node in threads. The
sequential code runs up till a point when work sharing is called in, the core that runs the
sequential code becomes the master thread, it then distributes the work among the slave
cores as in slave threads. Each core copies from the memory into its cache (invisible
to other processors) the variables it needs to run its job. Cache stores private variables
and public variables. Private variable is invisible to all other processors throughout the
work-sharing, public variable is theoretically visible to all threads. However, because
each threads stores variable in its private cache and public variable is updated in the
memory non-deterministically, it may happen that at a given time, different core cache
might have different value for the same public variable.
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One way to make sure all processor has the most updated value for the same public
variable is to enforce explicit synchronization point, where public variable in each
individual cache updates its value in the memory which is visible to all threads.
Figure 4.1: The Master Thread forks into multiple Slave Threads upon work sharing.
In the end, all Slave Threads will join back into Master Thread.
4.2 Work Sharing Constructs of MR_Search Algorithm
Before parallelizing the MR detection algorithm, it is imperative to check if the MR
algorithm could be parallelized at all, that is, to determine the degree of variable de-
pendency in the algorithm.36
As is explained in Chapter 2, the MR contact detection consists of two parts, the
MR_sort that sorts the cell list spatially, and the MR search that searches for each
contact particle its neighbouring particles. In YNANO, MR search is immediately
followed by the inter-distance calculation of particle pair and inter-particle potential
calculation if the pair is decided to be within the contact range.
There are two possible approaches to parallelize the MR_sort, each targets at dif-
ferent entry point in the MR_sort routine.
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Figure 4.2: Approach one targets at the nearly sorted list at t1 considering the position
updates. Approach two targets are the nearly sorted list at t2 without considering the
position updates.
The first is to divide the current time (t1) nearly sorted cell list into sub-lists to
be sorted on individual threads. The current cell list is a nearly sorted one because
after position update, the spatial order could be disturbed. For example, if the work
is to be split between two cores, C1 and C2 then split the nearly sorted list L into
List0 and List1, in which all particles in List0 have smaller integerized coordinates than
the particles in List1. The problem with this work-sharing construct is that the data
structure in the MR contact detection is a doubly connected (next pointer and previous
pointer) cell list, the nearly sorted cell list does not conform to the spatial hierarchy of
the ordering. Performing a spatial decomposition of the cell list will not work because
the brutal-force split-up of sub-list might not have a consistent parsing among particles.
Figure 4.3: Work is shared between two processors evenly by splitting the nearly sorted
list at t1. The particles C0 cover have smaller integerized coordinates than C1.
The second is to divide the current time (t1) nearly sorted cell list that is before
the position update into sub lists to be sorted on individual threads. For example, at
current time t1, two cores C0 and C1 will split the previous perfect sorted list L into
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List0 and List1 of equal sizes, in which all particles in List0 have smaller integerized
coordinates than the particles in List1. This approach steers clear of problem which the
first approach encounters, because the perfectly sorted list provides a consistent spatial
parsing of the particles. But the problem with this approach is that, even if List0 and
List1 are individually sorted into perfectly sorted list List0∗ and List1∗, some particles
in the end of the List0∗ might have great integerized coordinates than some particles
in the head of the List1∗. Should this happen, additional sort is needed to sort this
transitional list region. This problem results from the fact that even though according
to the stability criteria that no particle can move a greater distance than the side of
a cell in any given time step, this small change of spatial position can translate into
drastic change in its position inside a cell list. Therefore, more work needs to be done
to concatenate the two sorted list back together, in this sense, the parallelization will
not be highly efficient if the number of simulation particle is huge.
In a typical MR search work sharing routine, each threads has a list of contactor
particles of size p/n, for p/n contactor particles, the contact mask is slightly bigger
than p/n so that it has to extend into the previous thread’s contactor particle list for an
extra n∗ particles. And since inter-particle force is calculated only once for each pair,
the inter-particle net force on the n∗ particles might be different between two adjacent
threads. # pragma omp critical block is introduced to ensure that the velocity (public
variable) is accessed by one thread at a time.
Figure 4.4: Work is shared between two processors evenly by splitting the perfectly
sorted cell list at t1. The particles C0 cover have smaller integerized coordinates than
C1.
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Figure 4.5: Within each perfectly sorted list in C0 and C1, it could happen that some
particles in the end of the list0∗ have great integerized coordinates than some particles
in the head of the list1∗. Should this happen, additional sort is needed to sort this
transitional list region.
To summarize, it is inefficient to parallelize the MR Sort Algorithm using work
sharing constructs.
Figure 4.6: The work flow for the parallelized MR search routine using OpenMP.
#pragma omp critical block makes sure that at any given time, only one thread is
allowed to execute this block of code. Employing critical block at the velocity update
stage makes sure that there’s no hot spot for memory competition for public variables,
and also, all public variables are updated across the processors.
The critical block doesn’t harm the efficiency of the work-sharing greatly, because
as can be seen from the analysis above, force calculation and distance calculation take
up the majority of the CPU time.
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Figure 4.7: Inside the work-sharing of the MR search routine, public variables are the
particle coordinates, private variables are the force components calculated within each
processor.
The MR_search in YNANO is implemented to do three things sequentially. For
each contact particle,
• Firstly, its contact mask is parsed to pick out all potential neighbouring particles
that might in contact with it.
• Then, the contact particle is measured against each of its potential neighbouring
particles for the inter-particle distance between them.
• If the distance is smaller than the collision radius, the particle pair is consid-
ered to be in collision. The inter-particle potential force will be calculated, and
subsequently the acceleration on the particle pair will be updated.
In YNANO, the above three steps are the most time-consuming part in the code, be-
cause it involves complicated calculation of square and square root. It has been tested
that in most commercial software, contact calculation takes up to 90% of all CPU time.
Figure 4.8: Inside the search routine, inter-particle distance calculation and inter-
particle potential force calculation take up 90% of all CPU time in the whole simu-
lation.
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The MR_search is parallelizable because
• Firstly, the process of parsing through the contact mask and marking the begin-
ning/ending pointers is independent for each contact particle.
• And secondly, only particle coordinates is required to determine whether or not
a particle pair is in collision, and at this stage particle position is not subjective
to change, therefore each thread will only be accessing static data.
In other words, the MR contact search is parallelizable because the information (parti-
cle position) needed for calculation doesn’t changed during the work sharing routine.
For the ease of convenience, the following section will illustrate on a two-core case in
2D, but it should be noted that the parallelization strategy is a general purpose one and
it could be easily adapted into an arbitrary number of cores provided they share the
same memory, and as well as into 3D.
Figure 4.9: Because contact mask covers the particles that are within one box length
around the contactor particle and with a smaller integerized coordinates than the con-
tactor particle, therefore, the contact mask in core1 needs to check against the positions
of some particles that are the contactor particles in core0.
Because contact mask covers the particles that are within one box length around
the contactor particle and with a smaller integerized coordinates than the contactor
particle, therefore, the contact mask in core1 needs to check the positions of some
particles that are the contactor particles in core0.
In Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4, the contact search of a cell list with 30 particles is
shared among 2 cores, each core will cover 15 particles. It should be noted that number
of particle is its cell-list ordering number.
As explain in Chapter 2, a sequential 2D MR Search algorithm needs three cate-
gories of pointer for mask parsing.
• A working pointer S that points to the contact particle.
• A set of two pointers pointing to the particles in the contact mask that has the
same integerized y coordinate as the contact particle, they are denoted as b1
(begin) and e1 (end).
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• A set of two pointers pointing to particles in the contact mask that has one inte-
gerized y coordinate smaller than the contact particle, they are denoted as b2 and
e2. in the beginning of a sequential code, all 5 pointers start from the list head,
and they uni-directionally progress toward the list tail.
Upon parallelizing the sequential 2D MR contact search, different cores cover differ-
ent segments of the cell list, therefore, the three categories of pointers are placed at
different positions for each core. For example in Figure 4.10 for C0, it covers the first
half (with smaller integerized coordinates) of the cell list. As long as C0 is concerned,
things operate as usual, all its three categories of pointers (S0, b10, e10, b20 and e20)
will start from the list head and parse towards the middle.
Figure 4.10: For C0, S0, b10 and b21 will point to particle No.1. For C1, S1 will point
to particle No.15, b11 will point to particle No.14, and b21 will point to particle No.11.
C1 takes over the second half (with larger integerized coordinates) of the cell list,
it is obvious that its working pointer S1 will point to particle No.15. The second and
third set of pointers will invite more careful considerations. b11 should point to the
first particle in the immediately left cell of the contact particle, that is particle No.
14. By the same principle, b21 will point to the first particle that is in the box which
is immediately under particle No.14, which is particle No.11. Pointers b11 and b21
extend into the first half of the cell list which is processed by the first core, this will
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not raise a problem because only the workload of parsing the contact particle is split
among the cores, which is performed by the first S1 pointer.
It should be noted that under the current shared-memory based work sharing con-
structs, each core gets a same copy of the algorithm and they execute the same code.
Different initialization of the pointers needs to be assigned to different threads before
the master thread forks.
In this case, pointers S, b1, e1, b2 and e2 need to be initialized differently for indi-
vidual processors. In the example provided above, C0 is initialized with S0, b10, e10,
b20 and e20, and C1 are initialized with S1, b11, e11, b21 and e21.
4.3 Validation
To test the developed shared-memory based parallelization solutions of YNANO, a
test example of a box filled with 250,000 gaseous Argon atoms is set up. The initial
temperature for the whole system is set at 120K, the number density of the system
is 9.612E− 3/A˚2 , the initial interspacing between particles is 10A˚. Tests are run on
1 core (sequential), 2 cores and 8 cores respectively, system total kinetic energy and
efficiency are compared as follows.
number of processors [-] CPU time[-] speedup[-]
1 276 1
2 171 1.48
8 41 6.17
Table 4.1: Calculated speedup for a box filled with 250,000 gaseous Argon atoms
on sequential code, paralleled code with 2 processors and parallelized code with 8
processors.
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Figure 4.11: Calculated speedup for box filled up 250,000 gaseous Argon atoms.
Results showed that the speedup is close to linear. The discrepancy between the
calculated speedup and the ideal speedup could be due to the fact that OpenMP is only
partly parallelized. The performance of 8 core is significantly better than that of the
2 cores, as overhead (from cache to main memory) could be hugely expensive, the
observed huge speedup could most probably result from the specific implementation
of the memory management details in the cluster node.
Chapter 5
NOVEL SPATIAL
DECOMPOSITION BASED
PARALLEL SOLUTIONS FOR
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS
SIMULATIONS
5.1 Introduction
In the context of constant and fast progresses in nano technology, discontinua based
computation simulations are becoming increasingly important, especially in the con-
text of virtual experimentations. However, the efficiency of discontinua based nano-
scale simulations is still greatly limited by the capacity of CPU (the number of simu-
lation particles in the system).1, 2, 6, 10, 11, 12
It is a widely accepted view that parallelization will play an important role in solv-
ing this problem. In this thesis, two parallelization approaches have been undertaken to
parallelize the YNANO discontinua simulations. In this chapter, parallelization solu-
tions of the YNANO on the distributed-memory systems using MPI (Message Passing
Interface) is developed, the design and implementation of which are described in de-
tail. The developed MPI parallelization solutions are built upon the original MR linear
contact detection algorithm which is implemented in the sequential YNANO, the de-
veloped solutions preserves the linearity of both MR_sort and MR_search algorithm.
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5.2 Comparison between a sequential and a parallel
YNANO code
As discussed in Chapter 2, a regular molecular dynamics simulation is composed of
four steps, read in input, generate particle initial velocity and position, contact
detection and interaction, and finally, update particle velocity and position. Upon
parallelization, the procedures of a parallelized molecular dynamics is outlined in
Figure 5.1, in which, two more steps are included on top of the sequential steps.
These two steps are outlined with dashed lines, namely, the force transmission
message passing and the particle migration message passing.
Force transmission happens among adjacent processors right after contact detection
and force calculation, the aim of the transmission is to share with each other (proces-
sors) the interaction force acted on the interfacial particles that are shared among those
processors, because interfacial particle might be subject to the interaction forces ex-
erted by internal particle within each processor’s local domain which is hidden from
the other processors. Force transmission happens at every time step whenever there are
shared interfacial particles.
Particle migration happens just before the end of each time step. The reason why
particle migration is necessary is because when particles move outside of one spatial
simulation sub-domain and enters another, they need to be added into the workload
of the processor of interest. Recall that in distributed-memory systems that each pro-
cessors work independently (memory is not shared) from each other, the processor of
interest is ignorant of any particle attempting to enter its sub-domain, migration serves
the purpose of transmitting particle data across processors. Since communication over-
head cost is very expensive, judgement of migration is very crucial in performance
streamlining.
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Figure 5.1: The comparison between a sequential molecular dynamics simulation and
a parallelized version. Additional steps are outlined with dashed lines.
5.3 Domain decomposition
In a sequential code, the calculation domain is the whole domain, however in a par-
allelization MPI code, different processors are handling different parts of the whole
domains, therefore the whole domain needs to be broken up into smaller sub domains,
and each processor only handles the particles residing within its sub domain. For a
parallelization solution without dynamic load balancing, it is advisable to break the do-
main into equal sizes with roughly the same number of computing particles. Roughly
equal workload is advisable not only because it fully utilizes the computing capacities
of all processors, but also in the context of communication, if certain processors take
much longer time to reach the communication checkpoint (message passing) than oth-
ers, the other processors will need to sit in idle and wait for those heavily burdened
processors.
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Figure 5.2: The size of the buffer zone is 1 cutoff radius of the particle used in the
simulation.
In this thesis, the whole rectangular domain is geometrically divided into smaller
rectangular sub-domains according to pre-specified number of processors. Also, since
the simulation problem is assumed to be isotropic, the smaller sub-domains are of the
same sizes. Each processor will handle only the particles in the smaller sub-domain
assigned to it, and plus the interfacial particles in the outer buffer zone around it. The
buffer zone particles are interfacial particles that have a copy of itself in all adjacent
processors, together with the internal particles that only one copy of it exists across all
processors, altogether they provide a complete picture for the particle contact interac-
tion for each sub-domain.
The size of the buffer zone is determined according to the force field model of the
molecular dynamics simulation. The contact model for the molecular dynamics is the
L_J 12−6 potential field, the cutoff radius for the Argon atom is 2.5σ , therefore, the
buffer zone should be at least as big as the cutoff radius. It should be noted that spatial
decomposition is possible without constructing the buffer zone. The reason why buffer
zone is constructed here is to facilitate the MR linear contact detection algorithm. The
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following section will compare the buffer zone free design against buffer zone design.
Figure 5.3: Without the buffer zone scheme, P0, P1, P2, P3, P5, P6, P7 and P8 will all
need to directly send to P4.
Without the buffer zone, two problems will arise that centre around the Contact
Detection and Interaction stage.
1. Huge communication overhead: A typical processor will receive position in-
formation from 8 neighbouring processors for the particles lying within 1 buffer zone
length (cut-off radius).
2. Huge communication redundancy at every time step: After receiving those mes-
sages, the local processor will need to sort all these ‘alien particles’ into the local
particles list to form a perfectly sorted list for the MR contact search algorithm. The
problem is, between each time step, the message and the extended particle list are not
saved (if they are, they would be similar to the buffer zone model), and therefore, there
exists huge redundancy in communication.
In contrast, with a buffer zone, the local processor already has within it a complete
copy of all the interfacial particles that would be in contact with its internal particles,
therefore an MR contact list is naturally set up and requires no modification to the MR
contact algorithm, also the end product will preserve the linear efficiency processing
time proportional to the number of particles.
As can be seen, no message passing across processors is needed during contact
detection, however after contact, each processor needs to transmit and update the net
force of its interfacial particles with its neighbours. Also, under current cell list design
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which sorts particles with a Cartesian precedence of y over x, it is easier to merge a few
newly migrated particles into the existing perfectly-sorted list than to sort the 5 jumble
sections of particles.
The migration process is also different for MPI with buffer zone and without. For
the former case, each processor only needs to pass messages twice, horizontally and
vertically, and the end product will cover the diagonal case. However in the latter case,
each processor will need to pass messages in two additional diagonal directions as well.
The reason why this difference is present lies in the fact that in the former scheme, adja-
cent processors share the adjacent interfacial particles, therefore for previously internal
particles that travel diagonally, they are copied into all adjacent processors, however
for the latter case, each particle will have one and only copy across all processors as
seen in Figure 3.11.
Figure 5.4: The message passing scheme without buffer zone. Besides the horizontal
and vertical transmission, diagonal transmission is also required.
It is evident from the discussion above that the difference between domain decom-
position with buffer zone and without is the MR_sort and search efficiency, it arises
because the former retains the efficiency of MR_sort and search, and the latter requires
additional message passing during the migration stage, not to mention that opening up
a channel is very expensive, therefore in this thesis, the buffer zone scheme is adopted.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between simulation with buffer zone and without.
5.3.1 Classification of particles according to their position in the
sub-domain
After domain decomposition is performed, all particles are divided into different cat-
egories according to their position within the sub-domain. If a particle is located totally
inside one processor, then it is marked as I (internal) particle. All other particles are
interfacial particles that are shared by two or more processors, they can be further
divided into three categories:
1. Section A and section C include particles that are shared with the local proces-
sor’s horizontal neighbours. Each particle in section A and section C has two
copies across all processors.
2. Section B and section D include particles that are shared with the local proces-
sor’s vertical neighbours. Each particle in section B and section D has two copies
across all processors.
3. Section AB/BC/CD/AD (the corner sections) include particles shared by four
neighbouring processors around the corner. Each particle in the corner section
has four copies across all processors.
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Figure 5.6: Different sections of a sub-domain according to the spatial position.
This categorization of particle position is necessary because processors need to
communicate with each other on their shared interfacial particles, and it helps to have
a book-keeping system to label those interfacial particles. During the stage of force
transmission and particle migration communication, as processors pair up for com-
munication, each processor will simply call in the list of shared interfacial particle
instead of parsing the whole sub-domain every time. This procedure will be further
explained in the following sections. Upon classification, an integer flag is assigned to
each section. The reason why an integer flag is necessary will be explained in the force
transmission section.
5.4 Memory Management
The original Ynano is written in C++. The sequential Ynano deals with a fixed number
of particles, therefore the memory it requires is constant. However upon paralleliza-
tion, each processor will only spatially handle a portion of the total particles, it is
inevitable that for any local processor, at a certain time, some particles will leave its
original domain and some will enter it, and net flux will not be zero. Therefore, each
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processor will require flexible amount of memory at each time step, and memory man-
agement in C++ could be a real problem (such as memory leak and stackoverflow) if
not handled properly.
Figure 5.7: In the beginning of a simulation, the Stack List is entirely composed to
mutually exclusive Filled List and Empty List.
To deal with this delicate memory issue, a base list called Stack List will be con-
structed for every processor at the beginning of the simulation, this list will be allo-
cated r = 120% of the memory it actually requires (the actual number of particles it
is assigned to upon initialization). For example, if n = 1000 particles are divided into
4 processors, each processor will handle n0 = 250 intrinsic particles, in the end, the
Stack List will be allocated with a memory size proportional to 300 particles , allow-
ing migration fluctuations.
n0 = (n÷ p)× r
The Stack List is composed of 2 mutually exclusive lists, the Filled List and the
Empty List. The Filled List houses the all the local particles, the Empty List docu-
ments all immigrating particles. When there are only emigrating particles, the Filled
List shrinks, and the Empty List expands. When there are immigrating particles, the
Empty List has to cough up some space for those new immigrating particles, these new
immigrants then form a new temporal list called the NewP List within the Stack List.
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At the end of each time step, should there be a NewP List, the NewP List will first
be incorporated into the Filled List, then sorted into the local perfectly sorted particle
list—for contact detection and interaction in the next time step.
Figure 5.8: When particles leaves the local processor’s sub-domain, the local Stack
List is still entirely composed to mutually exclusive Filled List and Empty List, but the
Filled List shrinks for the Empty List to expand.
Figure 5.9: When new particles immigrate into the local subdomain, a new list is
created, the NewP List.
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The Empty List has a very important role in memory management. During migra-
tion, if a local process decides that one of its local particle has moved outside of the
domain, three things will happen:
1. In the Stack List, the class object that stores the position and velocity of this
particle will be cleared of content.
2. This class object will be cut off from the Filled List, this is done by cutting off its
bi-directional links in the Filled List, and concatenating its previous object and
next object together.
3. This class object will be added into the Empty List.
Figure 5.10: In the beginning, there are only Filled List and Empty List.
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Figure 5.11: Filled List shrinks, Empty List expands.
Figure 5.12: Filled List stays the same, Empty List shrinks to make room for the NewP
List.
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Figure 5.13: The NewP List is merged into the Filled List.
It should be noted that throughout the operations, the size and connection of the
Stack List remains constant.
Likewise, if a new particle is received into the local processor, three things will
happen:
1. The Empty List will need to cut one of its item (an object) out of its list.
2. This object will be added into the Filled List.
3. The position and velocity of the newly added particle will be written into the
object.
Figure 5.14: Each spatial section (I, A, B, C, D, AB, BC, CD, AD) in the local domain
has a sub list on top of the Filled List.
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Also, the data structure has three levels. The Filled List is the list that MR_sort
operates on. The Filled List is also the backbone of the section lists in the domain. The
reasons why sub lists are created is:
1. Better bookkeeping during force transmission.
2. More straightforward judgement process in particle migration.
5.5 Parallelization of Contact Detection and Interac-
tion
5.5.1 Contact Detection
Contact detection is the stage at which all local particles are checked against its nearest
neighbours (lying within one bounding box length) for contact, and in the case where
the inter-particle distance is smaller than the cutoff radius, interaction force will be
calculated subsequently in the contact interaction stage according to the chosen force
field model (the LJ 12−6 in this thesis).
In the sequential Ynano, MR_sort algorithm sorts all the particles and MR_search
algorithm searches for potential contact pairs, both algorithm have a linear processing
time proportional to the number of particles. In the parallelized Ynano, the MR_search
is kept without modification, and the MR_sort is modified to accommodate the possible
newly migrated particles, the details of the modified MR_sort will be explained in
detail in the migration section.
Throughout the contact interaction process, the Filled List is used as the contact
detection list. At the first time step, the Filled List is sorted in a binary fashion and
then fed into the MR_search algorithm. Details of the MR_search algorithm can be
found in the previous chapters.
After contact interaction, the perfectly-sorted Filled List (defecto the MR list) dips
into near-sortedness. After particle migration, some previously local particle have been
cleared out of the MR list, some new particles have been added into the NewP List.
The new particles inside the NewP List are linked into different section sub-lists, noted
that there is no ordering within the sub-lists in the NewP List. The following needs to
be done to finely incorporate the newly immigrating particles into the local particle list
system:
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1. To corporate the Filled List and NewP List together, into a Filled* List. This
could be done without sorting. Simple appendage is needed.
2. To sort the Filled* List into a new MR* List, preferably linearly, for contact
detection in the next time step.
3. To corporate the respective section sub-lists in Filled List and NewP List to-
gether. To sort the resulting section sub-lists, preferably linearly, for efficient
message composing in the next time step.
Figure 5.15: For both the Filled List and the NewP List, section sub-lists are created.
The aim of the sort is of two levels, first, to combine and sort the Filled List (MR list)
and the NewP List; second, each respective section sub-lists are combined and sorted
as well.
To accomplish step 2, both the Filled List and NewP List need to be perfectly sorted
internally.
The Filled List has already been sorted from the MR_sort in the previous steps with
linear time efficiency, out of simplicity considerations, the Filled List will be referred to
as the MR List onward. Even though particle migration may have taken some particles
off the Filled List, the spatial ordering of the MR list is not disturbed.
The NewP List will not be able to use MR_sort because no previous integerized
coordinates information is available, generic sorting techniques will need to be applied.
First, both lists are sorted internally. Then, start parsing the two list from the list
head at the same time. If the size of the MR List is zero, which means there’s no local
particles, then no further parsing is necessary, and all of the sorted NewP List could be
safely appended to the end of the MR List. If the size of the NewP List is zero, which
means there’s no influx particles, then no further parsing is necessary. If the above two
statements are false, then judge if the current particle in MR List is no smaller than the
current particle in the NewP List, if yes, then move on to the next particle in the MR
List; if no, insert the current NewP List particle into the linkage of the MR List, and
move on to the next particle in the Newplist.
The algorithm described above has linear time efficiency, because the two individ-
ual parsing pointers parses its respective list only once in one direction.
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The combine and sort of the section sub list is similar to the combine and sort of
MR list described above.
Figure 5.16: Linear sorting of the Filled List and the NewP List.
5.5.2 Contact Interaction
In a sequential code, contact interaction between particle pairs is calculated from the
inter-particle force field model. In a parallelized code, the whole simulation domain
is broken up into sub-domains which are assigned to different processors, and each
processor has only a partial picture of the force condition of its interfacial particles.
As explained above, communication across adjacent processor serves the purpose of
supplying the missing information to make sure each processor is handling its local
particles with sufficient knowledge.
It is to this end that the inter-particle force in the parallelized code is not as straight-
forward as that in a sequential code. The operation performed on the inter-particle
force depends on the communication modes and communication strategy, which will
be explained in the following section.
5.6 Parallelization of Force Transmission
Force transmission is the stage where information of interaction force of the interfa-
cial particles are shared across adjacent processors. The reason why this operation
is necessary lies in the fact that MPI parallelized code breaks the calculation domain
among processors, that is to say there’s no way for each local processors to know the
full contact profile of the interfacial particles, and therefore adjacent processors need
to communicate among each other to provide the piece of contact information of the
shared interfacial particles that others cannot ‘see’.
Force transmission consists of four steps:
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1. Local processor prepares the messages to be sent horizontally.
2. Local processor receives the horizontally transmitted message, and update the
interfacial particles in question accordingly.
3. Local processor prepares the messages to be sent vertically.
4. Local processor receives the vertically transmitted message, and update the in-
terfacial particles in question accordingly.
The reason why diagonal message passing is not -necessary is because of the update
in step 2. For example in fig, atom x and atom y is a unique contact pair in P0, which
means the interaction force ( fx and fy) acting on atom y is invisible to all other three
processors that share it, therefore the interaction force needs to be transmitted to all
other three processors (P1, P2, P3).
Figure 5.17: Particle M and particle N are a collision pair in P0. Particle N is an internal
particle to P0, particle M is shared among all four processor.
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Figure 5.18: Horizontal and vertical force transmission pass the force acting on particle
M in P0 to all other three processors.
For the convenience of illustration, suppose atom y is not in contact with any other
particles. First, P0 horizontally passes the fx and fy to P1. Upon receiving the message,
P1 updates the local copy of atom y from Fx = 0 and Fy = 0 with the new addition
of Fx = fx and Fy = fy. Then P0 and P1 vertically pass the fx and fy to P2 and P3
respectively. In the end, all four processors have the same force profile of the contact
pair in P0, and on all four processors atom y should have the same value of 2D force
components (Fx and Fy).
5.6.1 Force Rescale
Under the abovementioned transmission scheme, the interaction force for interfacial
particle pair needs to be rescaled. Because the interfacial particles are shared among
adjacent processors, rudimentary addition of the calculated interaction force across
processors could lead to repetition.
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Figure 5.19: Particle M and particle N are both interfacial particles shared by P0 and
P1. In P0, the resultant inter-particle force between the pair is f0, in P1, the resultant
inter-particle force between the pair is f1. f0 = f1
For example, in Figure 5.19 particle x and particle y are both shared by P0 and P1.
From the point of view of P0, the pair produces f0, and from the point of view of P1
the pair produces f1, f0is equal to f1. After message passing, f1 will be added to f0 on
P0 and f0 will be added to f1 on P1, the end numerical result is 2 f1 and 2 f0 on P1 and
P0 respectively, doubling the actual value. To avoid this, a scale factor is called into
existence. A theoretical analysis of the scale factor is presented as follows:
Given a local particle pair, particle X and particle Y , two non-empty sets X{Pi} and
Y{Pj} are associated to them respectively, in which Pi and Pj are the rank of processors
that retains a copy of particle X or particle Y respectively. There can be at most four
items in each set. An integer counter c is initialized as 0. Each item in set X{Pi} is
compared against set Y{Pj}, if Pi = Pj, counter c is increased by 1. In the end, the
counter is the scale factor.
All possible contact pairs can be listed as follows:
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Particle1 flag Particle2 flag scale factor sum
1 1 1 2
1 2 1 3
1 3 1 4
1 4 1 5
2 2 2 4
2 3 1 5
2 4 2 6
3 3 2 6
3 4 2 7
4 4 4 8
Table 5.1: Classification of flags according to spatial position.
Algorithm 5.1 Load the horizontal send array
1: integer f lag1, f lag2 . 2D velocity acceleration component
2: integer sum . 2D velocity component
3: integer ScaleFactor . 2D position component
4: ScaleFactor = 1 . update the velocity component for next time step
5: if sum = 4 or sum = 6 or sum = 7 then
6: ScaleFactor = 2
7: else if sum = 8 then
8: ScaleFactor = 4
9: else if f lag1 = 1 or f lag2 = 1 then
10: ScaleFactor = 1
11: end if
5.6.2 Message Preparation
Before sending messages, it could greatly enhance the parsing and updating efficiency
if both the sending and the receiving processors agree on certain conventions about the
message format.
1. The send array is written in a fixed pattern according to their position in the
sub-domain.
2. Upon receiving the incoming message, the local recipient processor updates its
local particles in the fashion the message is written.
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Position in the sub-domain sending direction message content sequence (section)
East Left A, AB, AD
West Right C, BC, CD
North Up B, AB, BC
South Down D, AD, CD
Table 5.2: Message preparation sequence according to spatial position.
In this thesis, a force transmission message is a 1D array composed of three sec-
tions, each section includes particles in a specific region of the sub-domain. For exam-
ple, a horizontal message that sends eastwards is composed of particles in section C,
particles in section BC and particles in CD. Accordingly, upon receiving this message,
P1 will first update its interfacial particles in section A, then section AB then section
AD.
Also, an extra agreement is agreed upon the order of the sections within each mes-
sage that each section list is written in ascending order with reference to their particle
ID.
Additionally, a safety feature is installed in the message. Each section of the mes-
sage is further composed of two parts, the first item is an integer number n0 describing
the number of particles in the section. During updating, P1 will first compare the no (of
the number of particles in section C in P0) in the received message and the n′0 in the
local section A, if these n0 6= n′0, then the program will exit with an error message.
Figure 5.20: The vertical force transmission list is composed of three sub parts in
which included particles in section D, AD and CD respectively.
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Algorithm 5.2 Preparing a horizontal force transmission message.
1: integernA, nAB, nAD . number of particles in each horizontal sections
2: integer size
3: size = 3+3× (nA+nAB+nAD)
4: double sa[size] . the send array of type double
5: integer i = 0
6: sa[i] = nA
7: i++
8: while parse ListA do
9: sa[i] = (double) ID
10: i++
11: sa[i] = ax
12: i++
13: sa[i] = ay
14: i++
15: end while
16: sa[i] = nAB
17: i++
18: while parse ListAB do
19: load the particle ID, ax, ay as above
20: end while
21: sa[i] = nAD
22: i++
23: while parse ListAB do
24: load the particle ID, ax, ay as above
25: end while
Figure 5.21: Between P0 and P1, all integer number (total number of particles in each
section and particle ID) matches exactly.
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5.6.3 Message Update
After communication in each direction, local particle velocity needs to be updated ac-
cordingly. During update, each local section list is called in according to the sequence
the message is loaded. For example, if the received message is written in the sequence
of ListB, then ListAB and lastly ListBC, local processor must also update ListB first,
then ListAB and lastly ListBC accordingly. As explained in the message preparation
section above, a safety issue (number of particles n0 in each section and particle ID) is
installed in the messages, if the received n0 doesn’t match the local n0 or the received
particle ID doesn’t match the local one, then an error message is issued and program
will exit. This feature is installed in spite of the fact that message passing is very
expensive and therefore messages writing should by all means avoid redundancies, be-
cause as the simulation evolves over time, rounding error will eventually build up to a
point that the same particle may behave different across processors, it is important to
spot that point and halt the calculations.
5.7 Position Update
After force transmission, every particle in the domain should have the same value of
net force across all the processors that hold it. Particle velocity is updated first, then
particle position.
Algorithm 5.3 Velocity and position update.
1: doubleax, ay . 2D velocity acceleration component
2: double vx, vy . 2D velocity component
3: double dx, dy . 2D position component
4: double deltat . time step
5: vx = vx+ax×deltat . update the velocity component for next time step
6: vy = vy+ay×deltat . update the velocity component for next time step
7: dx = dx+ vx×deltat . update the position component for next time step
8: dy = dy+ vy×deltat . update the position component for next time step
5.8 Particle Migration
Migration is an operation that creates copies of a particle across processors by trans-
mitting the vital information (e.g. The position and velocity) of a particle. This section
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will provide a detailed explanation of how migration is implemented in the YNANO.
The content of this section will be broken into two parts:
1. The judgement of migration.
2. Preparing, receiving and updating the MPI migration list.
The following section will be devoted to describe each part in detail.
5.8.1 The judgement of migration
After force transmission and position update, it is necessary for each processor to check
its each sections (internal, A, B,C,D,AB,BC,CD and AD) the position of its local
particles to see if any particles have left the its previous section and if any particles
need to be migrated to adjacent processors. Migration is only necessary when new
copies of a particle need to be created across adjacent processors.
Figure 5.22: Particle M only needs to be migrated vertically. Particle N only needs to
be migrated horizontally.
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Algorithm 5.4 Composition of a horizontal message during force transmission
1: integernA, nAB, nAD . number of particles in each horizontal sections
2: double ra[size] . the received array of type double
3: integer i = 0
4: if ra[i] = nA then
5: i++
6: elseexit with error
7: end if
8: while parse ListB do
9: if ra[i] = ID then
10: i++
11: ax = ax+ ra[i]
12: i++
13: ay = ay+ ra[i]
14: i++
15: move on to the next particle in the list
16: elseexit with error
17: end if
18: end while
19: if ra[i] = nAB then
20: i++
21: elseexit with error
22: end if
23: while parse ListAB do
24: if ra[i] = ID then
25: i++
26: ax = ax+ ra[i]
27: i++
28: ay = ay+ ra[i]
29: i++
30: move on to the next particle in the list
31: elseexit with error
32: end if
33: end while
34: if ra[i] = nBC then
35: i++
36: elseexit with error
37: end if
38: while parse ListBC do
39: if ra[i] = ID then
40: i++
41: ax = ax+ ra[i]
42: i++
43: ay = ay+ ra[i]
44: i++
45: move on to the next particle in the list
46: elseexit with error
47: end if
48: end while
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The theoretical guidelines for migration can be summarized as follows:
• Previous (before position update) share-ship of particle O{Pi}; in which Pi is the
rank of the processor.
• Current (after position update) share-ship of particle C{Pj}; in which Pj is the
rank of the processor.
C{P j} is an empty set when and only when the particle in question becomes external,
that is, when the particle moves out of the local domain. When this happens, the clean-
ing routine is called in to wipe clean the particle in question off the local processor.
The cleaning routine includes three steps:
1. Clear object content.
2. Cut the empty object off from the Filled List.
3. Add the empty object into the Empty List.
For every item in C{Pj} that doesn’t belong to O{Pi}, new copy of the particle needs
to be created in the Pj processor.
By comparing the position before and after the particle position update, theoreti-
cally speaking the following could happen:
1. A previously internal particle moves outside of the domain. This cannot happen
according to the stability criteria.
2. A previously interfacial particle moves outside of the domain. In this case, no
migration is necessary.
3. A previously interfacial particle moves into the internal region. No migration is
needed in this case.
4. A previously shared-by-4 interfacial particles moves into a shared-by-2 region.
No migration is required because in this case, copies of the particle in question
need to be destroyed, and this doesn’t require communication.
5. A previously shared-by-2 interfacial particle moves into a shared-by-4 region.
Migration is required in this case either horizontally or vertically because new
copies of the particle need to be created in the adjacent processors.
6. A previously internal particle moves into the interfacial region. This case is more
complicated than meets the eye.
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(a) Moving into shared-by-2 interfacial region. In this case, one new copy
of the particle needs to be created in the neighbouring processor either
horizontally or vertically.
(b) Moving into shared-by-4 interfacial region. In this case, 3 new copies of
the particle need to be created in the neighbouring processors. Migration
in both horizontal and vertical direction are required.
Algorithm 5.5 Decide which section the particle belongs to after position update.
1: doubledx, dy . 2D position component of a specific particle
2: double buf . buffer size
3: double x0,x1,y0,y1 . local boundaries
4: double l0, l1,r0,r1, t0, t1,b0,b1 . local buffered boundaries for left, right, top and
bottom
5: l0 = x0−bu f
6: l1 = x0+bu f
7: r0 = x1−bu f
8: r1 = x1+bu f
9: t0 = y0−bu f
10: t1 = y0+bu f
11: b0 = y1−bu f
12: b1 = y1+bu f
13: if dx >= l0 and dx <= l1 and dy > b1 and dy < t0 then
14: particle is in local Section A
15: else if dx >= r0 and dx <= r1 and dy > b1 and dy < t0 then
16: particle is in local Section C
17: else if dx > r1 and dx < l0 and dy >= t0 and dy <= t1 then
18: particle is in local Section B
19: else if dx > r0 and dx < l0 and dy >= b0 and dy <= b1 then
20: particle is in local Section D
21: else if dx >= l0 and dx <= l1 and dy >= t0 and dy <= t1 then
22: particle is in local Section AB
23: else if dx >= r0 and dx <= r1 and dy >= t0 and dy <= t1 then
24: particle is in local Section BC
25: else if dx >= r0 and dx <= r1 and dy >= b0 and dy <= b1 then
26: particle is in local Section CD
27: else if dx >= l0 and dx <= l1 and dy >= b0 and dy <= b1 then
28: particle is in local Section AD
29: else if dx > l1 and dx < r0 and dy > b1 and dy < t0 then
30: particle is in local Section I
31: else if ERROR MESSAGE then
32: end if
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Algorithm 5.6 Possible new position for a particle previously in section A.
1: doubledx, dy . a particle in Section A
2: while parse the local Section A list from last time step do
3: if the particle moves to Section A then
4: do nothing
5: else if the particle moves to Section B then
6: remove the current particle from ListA
7: add it to ListB
8: add it to B_v migration list.
9: else if the particle moves to Section D then
10: remove the current particle from ListA
11: add it to ListD
12: add it to D_v migration list.
13: else if the particle moves to Internal then
14: remove the current particle from ListA
15: add it to ListI
16: else if the particle moves to Section AB then
17: remove the current particle from ListA
18: add it to ListAB
19: add it to AB_v migration list.
20: else if the particle moves to Section AD then
21: remove the current particle from ListA
22: add it to ListAD
23: add it to AD_v migration list.
24: else if the particle moves out of the local boundary then
25: remove the current particle from ListA
26: add it to EmptyList
27: clear its object content in the StackList.
28: end if
29: end while
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Algorithm 5.7 Possible new position for a particle previously in section I (Internal).
1: doubledx, dy . a particle in Section I
2: while parse the local Section I list from last time step do
3: if the particle moves to Section I then
4: do nothing
5: else if the particle moves to Section A then
6: remove the current particle from ListI
7: add it to ListA
8: add it to A_h migration list.
9: else if the particle moves to Section B then
10: remove the current particle from ListI
11: add it to ListB
12: add it to B_v migration list.
13: else if the particle moves to Section C then
14: remove the current particle from ListI
15: add it to ListC
16: add it to C_h migration list.
17: else if the particle moves to Section D then
18: remove the current particle from ListI
19: add it to ListD
20: add it to D_v migration list.
21: else if the particle moves to Section AB then
22: remove the current particle from ListI
23: add it to ListAB
24: add it to AB_hv migration list.
25: else if the particle moves to Section BC then
26: remove the current particle from ListI
27: add it to ListBC
28: add it to BC_hv migration list.
29: else if the particle moves to Section CD then
30: remove the current particle from ListI
31: add it to ListCD
32: add it to CD_hv migration list.
33: else if the particle moves to Section AD then
34: remove the current particle from ListI
35: add it to ListAD
36: add it to AD_hv migration list.
37: else if the particle moves out of the local boundary then
38: remove the current particle from ListI
39: add it to EmptyList
40: clear its object content in the StackList.
41: end if
42: end while
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Figure 5.23: Particle M is an internal particle to P0. It can move to either section B, C,
or BC.
For a more concrete illustration, particle M in Figure 5.23 is
1. An internal particle in processor P0 at beginning of the current time step, and it
moves to
(a) Section B: Shared-by-2 interfacial section after position update. What hap-
pens is that particle M is no longer an internal particle, it becomes an inter-
facial particle that is shared between P0 and P2. Share-ship of particle M is
increased, a new copy of particle M needs to be created in P2. In this case,
particle M needs to be written in to the vertical migration list for B list.
(b) Section BC: Shared-by-4 Corner region. It is clear that three new copied
need to be created in the adjacent processors that share this corner. For
this to happen, migration will take place in two directions subsequently,
particle M will first be written into the horizontal message to be copied
into P1, then P0 and P1 will transmit particle M vertically to P2 and to P3
respectively. In the end, all four processor will have an identical copy of
the interfacial particle M.
(c) Outside of the domain, the program should exit with an error message, be-
cause according to the stability criteria, no single particle can move beyond
1 cell size in one time step.
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2. A shared-by-2 particle M in section B of P0 (and also shared by P1) at beginning
of the current time step, and it moves to:
Figure 5.24: Particle M is in section B of P0. It can move to either section I, BC, C, or
external.
(a) Section BC: Shared-by-4 corner region. In this case, particle M experiences
an increase in share-ship, as it is now shared among all four processors,
which means two more copies of particle M need to be created in P1 and
P3, as P0 and P1 already have particle M locally. Therefore, P0 and P1 need
to vertically transmit a copy of particle A to P2 and to P3 respectively.
(b) External. In this case, the share-ship of particle M is reduced therefore no
migration is needed. Also, as processor P0 will no longer retain a copy of
particle M locally, the cleaning routine is called in.
(c) Section B: shared-by-2 region. This case involves a change of share-ship.
Previously, particle M is shared between P0 and P1, now it is to be shared
between P0 and P2. Therefore, particle M needs to be vertically migrated
into P2.
3. A shared-by-4 particle M in section BC in P0 (and also shared all adjacent pro-
cessors) at beginning of the current time step, and it moves to
(a) Section B: Shared-by-2 region. In this case, particle M experiences a re-
duction in share-ship, and therefore no migration is needed.
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(b) Internal. Particle M clearly undergoes a reduction in its share-ship in this
case, therefore no migration is needed.
(c) External. Cleaning routine is called in. Same as 2.b) above.
Figure 5.25: Particle M is in section C of P0. It can move to either section I, BC, B, or
external.
Figure 5.26: Particle M is in section BC of P0. It can move to either section I, B, C, or
external.
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5.8.2 Preparing, receiving and updating the migration list
The message needs to include vital information as atomic ID, 2D position and 2D
velocity information of a particle.
Horizontal migration differs from the vertical migration in that some particles
might only need to be migrated horizontally, and some particles might need to be
migrated both horizontally and vertically. Therefore the design of the migration list
should reflect that distinction.
For instance, the horizontal east-wards migration list for local processor is con-
sisted of 5 categories, particles in section C, particle in section BC that only migrates
horizontally, particles in BC that need to migrate horizontally and as well as vertically,
particles in CD that only migrates horizontally, and lastly, particles in section CD that
need to migrate horizontally and as well as vertically.
Figure 5.27: A horizontal message of migration is composed of five parts.
In a close-up look at Figure 5.27, each category consists of two parts, the first is
an integer number indicating how many particles are there in this category, the second
part is an array of integer number of particle ID, and double numbers of 2D position
and 2D velocity.
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Algorithm 5.8 Composition of a horizontal migration message.
1: integernA, nABh, nABhv, nADh, nADhv . number of particles in each send mode
of sections
2: integer size
3: size = 5× (nA+nABh+nABhv+nADh+nADhv)
4: double sa[size] . the send array of type double
5: integer i = 0
6: sa[i] = nA
7: i++
8: while parse the Section A particle list do . particles that only migrate horizontally
9: sa[i] = (double) ID
10: i++
11: sa[i] = dx
12: i++
13: sa[i] = dy
14: i++
15: sa[i] = vx
16: i++
17: sa[i] = vx
18: i++
19: end while
20: sa[i] = nABh
21: i++
22: while parse the AB_h particle list do . particles that only migrates horizontally
23: load the particle ID, dx, dy, vx, vy as above
24: end while
25: sa[i] = nABhv
26: i++
27: while parse the AB_hv particle list do . particles that migrate horizontally and
vertically
28: load the particle ID, dx, dy, vx, vy as above
29: end while
30: sa[i] = nADh
31: i++
32: while parse the AD_h particle list do . pariticles that only migrate horizontally
33: load the particle ID, dx, dy, vx, vy as above
34: end while
35: sa[i] = nADhv
36: i++
37: while parse the AD_hv particle list do . particles migrate horizontally and
vertically
38: load the particle ID, dx, dy, vx, vy as above
39: end while
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Upon receiving the horizontal migration, two operations need to be done.
1. Parse the particle contents in the horizontal migration list, and add new immi-
grant particles into the local NewP List.
2. Add the immigrant particles that need to migrate vertically into the vertical mi-
gration list.
To add the particle into local memory, three steps need to be taken:
1. Object class will be freed (by cutting off linkages) from the Empty List,
2. This newly freed object will be added into the NewP List and as well as the
section list (e.g. section A, B, C, D, and corner),
3. Atomic ID, 2D position and 2D velocity will be written into the object.
The vertical migration list is simpler than the horizontal list because there’s no further
migration operations after it. For instance, a typical vertical north-wards migration
list is shown as follows, it consists of 3 categories: particles in section B, particles in
section AB, particles in section BC. And by the same principle, each category has 2
parts with a heralding integer number indicating the total number of particles in that
category.
Updating the vertical list is the same as that of the horizontal list.
Figure 5.28: A vertical message of migration is composed of three parts.
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Algorithm 5.9 Update the received horizontal migration message.
1: integernA, nABh, nABhv, nADh, nADhv . number of particles in each send mode
of sections
2: integer size
3: size = 5× (nB+nABv+nCDv)
4: double sa[size] . the send array of type double
5: integer i = 0
6: sa[i] = nB
7: i++
8: while parse the Section B particle list do
9: sa[i] = (double) ID
10: i++
11: sa[i] = dx
12: i++
13: sa[i] = dy
14: i++
15: sa[i] = vx
16: i++
17: sa[i] = vx
18: i++
19: end while
20: sa[i] = nABv
21: i++
22: while parse the AB_v particle list do
23: load the particle ID, dx, dy, vx, vy as above
24: end while
25: sa[i] = nBCv
26: i++
27: while parse the AB_v particle list do
28: load the particle ID, dx, dy, vx, vy as above
29: end while
5.9 Communications
Communication is the most important and the most time-consuming part in a distributed-
memory based parallelization solution, in this sense, the communication design of a
code greatly affects its working efficiency. There are three key elements in communic-
ation: message preparation, message passing pattern, and message update.
Message should be designed in a concise way, messages should only contain essen-
tial information to reduce overhead cost. However as accurateness overrules efficiency,
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safety-alarm issues should also be considered in the message design in that the program
will halt and exit with an error message should there be an error.
Message passing pattern is important due to the intrinsic limitation of the way
processors work, processors could only do one thing at a time, it either receives or
sends. To achieve high performance efficiency, careful design on the pattern processors
talk to each should be made.
Message update is intrinsically a result from message preparation and message
passing pattern, and this in term influences how messages should be prepared.
The following section is devoted entirely to describe the first and second issue.
5.9.1 Message passing scheme
The objective of message passing is to make sure any changes to a common variable
is reflected in all processors that (should) hold it (in force transmission and particle
migration). A two-step communication scheme is deployed: First, horizontal commu-
nication. At the end of this step, all horizontally neighbouring processors will have
the same value for the same shared variable. Second, vertical communication. At the
end of this step, all vertically (and horizontally) neighbouring processors will have the
same value for the same shared variable.
Figure 5.29: The two step communication scheme for particle migration. The circle in
P0 and the star in the P3 are to be shared by all 4 neighbouring processors in the next
time step. During horizontal migration, P0 sends P1 the circle, and P3 sends P3 the star.
During vertical migration, P0 and P1 transmit the circle to P2 and P3, P2 and P3 transmit
the star to P0 and P1. In the end, all four processors have a star and a circle.
One processor can communicate with only one other processor at any given time,
when Pi and Pi+1 exchange messages among themselves, neither of them could com-
municate with any other processors. To maximize the MPI efficiency, it is important
to design the communicating pairs properly to make sure as many processors are mo-
bilized as possible. In this thesis, the following message passing scheme is adopted.
First, each processor will generate two sub ranks rx and ry as follows:
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rx = (Pi)%icol (5.1)
ry = (Pi)/icol (5.2)
Horizontal message passing involves two stages, each stage includes two steps.
Firstly, all processors Pi with an even rx (except when (rx+1) = icol) will open up a
channel to communicate (send and receive message) with its right hand side neighbour
Pi+1, secondly, all processors Pi with an odd rx will open up a channel to communicate
(send and receive message) with its left hand side neighbour Pi−1. After the aforemen-
tioned two steps, one set of send and receive routine is completed between processor
Pi with an even rx and its right hand side neighbour. Now, communication needs to be
carried out between processor Pi with an even rx and its left hand side neighbour. By
the same principle, all processors Pi with an even rx (except when rx) will open up a
channel to communicate (send and receive message) with its left hand side neighbour
Pi−1, secondly, all processors Pi with an odd rx (except when rx = icol) will open up a
channel to communicate (send and receive message) with its right hand side neighbour
Pi+1.
by the same principle, vertical message passing also involves two stages, each stage
includes two steps. First, all processors Pi with an even ry (except when (ry) will open
up a channel to communicate (send and receive message) with its neighbour Pi+icol
immediately above it, secondly, all processors Pi with an odd ry will open up a channel
to communicate (send and receive message) with its neighbour Pi−icol immediately
beneath it. After the aforementioned two steps, one set of MPI send and receive routine
is completed between processor Pi with an even ry and its neighbour immediately above
it. Now, communication needs to be carried out between processor Pi with an even ry
and its neighbour immediately beneath it. By the same principle, all processors Pi with
an even ry (except when ry) will open up a channel to communicate (send and receive
message) with its neighbour Pi−icol immediately beneath it, secondly, all processors Pi
with an odd ry (except when ry = irow) will open up a channel to communicate (send
and receive message) with its neighbour Pi+icol immediately above it.
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Algorithm 5.10 Horizontal message passing in four steps using MPI_SendRecv.
1: integerrx, ry . an integer number
2: integer MyRank . a double number
3: integer icol, irow . a double number
4: if (rx%2 == 0) and (rx! = (icol−1)) then
5: Message passing with processor with a rank MyRank+1
6: end if
7: if (rx%2 == 1) then
8: Message passing with processor with a rank MyRank−1
9: end if
10: if (rx%2 == 0) and (rx! = 0) then
11: Message passing with processor with a rank MyRank−1
12: end if
13: if (rx%2 == 1) and (rx! = (icol−1)) then
14: Message passing with processor with a rank MyRank+1
15: end if
Algorithm 5.11 Vertical message passing in four steps using MPI_SendRecv.
1: integerrx, ry . an integer number
2: integer MyRank . a double number
3: integer icol, irow . a double number
4: if (ry%2 == 0) and (ry! = (irow−1)) then
5: Message passing with processor with a rank MyRank+ icol
6: end if
7: if (ry%2 == 1) then
8: Message passing with processor with a rank MyRank− icol
9: end if
10: if (ry%2 == 0) and (ry! = 0) then
11: Message passing with processor with a rank MyRank− icol
12: end if
13: if (ry%2 == 1) and (ry! = (irow−1)) then
14: Message passing with processor with a rank MyRank+ icol
15: end if
5.9.2 Message passing technique
As mentioned above, opening up a channel is expensive in MPI, therefore it pays to
utilize the opened channel as much as possible. To send a message using MPI_Send
opens up a channel, and to receive a message using MPI_Recv opens up the channel
again. In this thesis, MPI_SendRecv is used as it both sends and receives a message
during the time the channel is open.
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5.9.3 Message preparation
Processors communicate with each other by sending messages in an array. When all
the information are of the same type, for example, integer or double, it is easy to
initialize the sending array straightaway as type integer or type double. However,
if the information is a combination of various types, derived data type needs to be
created to incorporate different types of variables. However, derived data type could
be expensive, to deal with this, a simple solution is developed in this thesis.
In this thesis, during all communications, two types of variables are transmitted
across all processors, type integer and type double. For instance, a force transmission
message is composed of three categories of information, total number of particles in
each section, particle ID, and particle force, the first two are of type integer, the last is
of type double. Likewise during migration, three categories of information are present
in every message, particle ID, particle velocity and particle position, the first is of type
integer, the latter two are of type double. A simple solution to send messages without
constructing a new derived type is by casting the integer into double during message
writing, and casting it back after receiving it.
Every integer number is first cast into double, and subsequently added by 0.1, the
reason why the addition is necessary is to avoid the inevitable random rounding errors
in message passing. Upon receiving the message, all these transformed double data are
casted back into integer.
Algorithm 5.12 Casting the particle ID of type integer into type double.
1: integer idi . an integer number
2: double idd . a double number
3: idd = ((double) idi)+0.1
Algorithm 5.13 Casting the received particle ID of type double back into type integer.
1: integer idi . an integer number
2: double idd . a double number
3: idi = (int) idd
5.10 Parallelization of Input
There are two strategies to initialize the particle position and velocity in the sub-domain
of each local processors.
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• Each processor reads in the same input file instructions and generate its own
particles according to its ranks.
• One root processor generates all particles, it then divides and writes them into
individual input files to be read by individual processors. Each processor will
then read in the input file the root processor writes.
Figure 5.30: Parallel input flowchart. The root processor reads in master input file
and generates all sub input files for each processors. Each processor then reads in its
individual input file for particle initialization and system parameter setup.
In this thesis, the second approach is used. All particles are first generated by the
root processor (P0), P0 then parses the whole particle list to decide which processor(s)
this particle belongs to according to its geometric positions. There are four possible
outcomes: 1) a particle has only one copy across all processors; 2) a particle is shared
by two horizontally adjacent neighbouring processors; 3) a particle is shared by two
vertically adjacent neighbouring processors; 4) a particle is shared by four adjacent
neighbouring processors that revolve around one corner.
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Algorithm 5.14 Deriving the rx and ry for local processor.
1: integersx, sy . The 2D velocity acceleration components of a particle
2: integer rankx, ranky . The 2D velocity components of a particle
3: integer icol, irow
4: double delx, dely
5: double dx, dy
6: double wx, wy . The 2D velocity components of a particle
7: double xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax . The 2D velocity components of a particle
8: double bu f
9: integer f lag
10: delx = (xmax− xmin)/icol
11: dely = (ymax− ymin)/irow
12: integer i, j
13: sx = 10
14: sy = 10
15: while parsingthe particle list do
16: for i = 0; i < icol−1; i++ do
17: wx = xmin+(i+1)×deltax
18: if dx >= (wx−bu f ) and dx <= (wx+bu f ) then
19: sx = 1
20: break
21: else if dx < (wx−bu f ) then
22: sx = 0
23: break
24: end if
25: end for
26: if sx == 10 then
27: i = icol−1
28: sx = 0
29: end if
30: rankx = i
31: for j = 0; j < irow−1; j++ do
32: wy = ymin+( j+1)×dely
33: if dy >= (wy−bu f ) and dy <= (wy+bu f ) then
34: sy = 1
35: break
36: else if dy < (wy−bu f ) then
37: sy = 0
38: break
39: end if
40: end for
41: if sy == 10 then
42: j = irow−1
43: sy = 0
44: end if
45: ranky = j
46: end while
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Algorithm 5.15 Writing individual input file according to particle’s geometric posi-
tion.
1: integersx, sy . The 2D velocity acceleration components of a particle
2: integer rankx, ranky . The 2D velocity components of a particle
3: integer icol, irow . The 2D velocity components of a particle
4: integer f lag
5: while parse the particle list do
6: if sx == 1 and sy == 1 then . section shared by four processors
7: integer local p[4]
8: local p[0] = ranky× icol+ rankx
9: local p[1] = ranky× icol+ rankx+1
10: local p[2] = (ranky+1)× icol+(rankx+1)
11: local p[3] = (ranky+1)× icol+ rankx
12: f lag = 4
13: for int f i = 0; f i < 4; f i++ do
14: write into individual input file end with localp[fi]
15: end for
16: else if sx == 1andsy == 0 then . section shared by 2 horizontally adjacent
processors
17: integer local p[2]
18: local p[0] = ranky× icol+ rankx
19: local p[1] = ranky× icol+ rankx+1
20: f lag = 3
21: for int f i = 0; f i < 2; f i++ do
22: write into individual input file end with localp[fi]
23: end for
24: else if sx == 0 and sy == 1 then . section shared by two vertically adjacent
processors
25: integer local p[2]
26: local p[0] = ranky× icol+ rankx
27: local p[1] = (rank+1)× icol+ rankx
28: f lag = 2
29: for int f i = 0; f i < 2; f i++ do
30: write into individual input file end with localp[fi]
31: end for
32: else if sx == 0 and sy == 0 then . section shared by only one processor
33: integer local p[0]
34: local p[0] = ranky× icol+ rankx
35: f lag = 1
36: for int f i = 0; f i < 1; f i++ do
37: write into individual input file end with localp[fi]
38: end for
39: end if
40: end while
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5.11 Parallelization of Output
Since interfacial particles are shared among neighbouring processors, it is important to
make sure that no particle is written into output file more than once. In order to do so,
each processor needs to agree upon the following output rules:
• Write internal particles (particles in section A).
• Write interfacial particles situated in the north shared-by-2 border (section B).
• Write interfacial particles situated in the east shared-by-2 border (section C).
• Write interfacial particles situated in the north-east shared-by-4 corner (section
BC).
As explained in the domain decomposition section, each local particle belongs to a
section list according to their position, therefore output is done by parsing and writing
out the particles in section list Internal, B, C and BC.
As can be seen from Figure 5.31, for a 9 processor network, P8 will only write
output for its internal particles, P0 will write out its internal particles and interfacial
particles in section B, C and BC.
Figure 5.31: Output for each processor: internal particle I, interfacial particles B in the
north border, interfacial particles C in the east border and interfacial particles BC in
the north-east corner.
Chapter 6
VALIDATION AND PERFORMANCE
TESTS OF THE DEVELOPED YNANO
PARALLEL SOLUTIONS
6.1 Introduction
The main objective of parallelization is to improve performance, it is necessary to
test the developed parallelization solutions of YNANO and assess its performance.
For verification purposes, a study of the system kinetic energy evolution is presented,
comparisons of the results are also made across systems running on different number
of processors. Further verification and performance tests are presented in Chapter7.
All examples in this thesis were run on an HPC cluster with 3592 nodes. Each node
contains two 8-core 2.6 GHz Intel Xeon E5−2670 CPUs. 2395 out of the 3592 nodes
have 32 GB of RAM each, 1125 out of the rest nodes have 64 GB of RAM each and
the rest 72 nodes have 128 GB of memory each. In other words, the maximum RAM
available for each processor is 8 GB.
6.2 Numerical Example
A 2D box filled with 250,000 argon atoms is tested. The global initial temperature
is set at 90K. The initial state of the argon atoms is of gaseous state (rarefied gas).
The example is tested on up to 64 processors. Recorded simulation time for different
numbers of processors and calculated speedup are presented in Table 6.1. Simulation
times and speedup for up to 64 processors are plotted in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.1: 250,000 rarefied argon gas atoms are boxed in a 9120A˚ by 9120A˚ container.
The initial inter-particle spacing is 36A˚, the initial system temperature is set at 90K.
The system is let to rest into equilibrium on 1, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64 cores.
Figure 6.2: Recorded CPU time for a box filled with 250,000 Argon atoms.
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Figure 6.3: Calculated speedup for a box filled with 250,000 Argon atoms.
Figure 6.4: Calculated efficiency for a box filled with 250,000 Argon atoms.
Number of Processors Wall Time [s] Speedup [-] Efficiency [%]
1 7205 1 100
4 2651 1.71 67.95
8 1307 4.51 68.91
16 748 8.63 60.20
32 330 20.83 68.23
64 127 56.73 88.64
Table 6.1: Recorded CPU times and calculated speedup for a box filled with 250,000
Argon atoms.
The recorded time and efficiency for different number of processors and the calcu-
lated speedup are summarized in Table 6.1. Simulation time, efficiency and calculated
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speedup up to 64 cores are plotted in Figure 6.2, Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.3.
This test case could be considered as a worst case scenario in communication over-
head cost, because first of all the computational cost (particle interaction) for rarefied
gas interaction is very few, and secondly since rarefied gas is free to move randomly
around the box, the communication between neighbouring processors for particle mi-
gration is expected to be huge.
For simulations with 4 cores, the entire domain is divided equally into 4 subdo-
mains with 2 rows and 2 columns. For simulations with 8 cores, the domain is broken
up into 8 equal sized subdomains with 4 rows and 2 columns (or 2 rows and 4 columns).
Similarly, 16-core domain has 4 columns and 4 rows, 32-core domain has 4 rows and
8 columns (or 8 columns and 4 rows), and finally, 64-core domain has 8 columns and
8 rows.
The speedup for 4 cores and 8 cores are very small, because the surface of the
subdomain is quite big, therefore the size of message to be exchanged between neigh-
bouring cells is huge, thus creating the communicational overhead cost. The speedup
between 8 processors and 64 processors has a close to linear trend.
The efficiency of the test case keeps increasing as the number of processors in-
creases, especially for cases with 32 and 64 processors, the resultant efficiency are
surprisingly high, even though they are expected to fall as the ratio between local work
load and communicational message size diminishes as the number of processors in-
creases, which suggests that the efficiency saved from work sharing among processors
is overtaken by the overhead cost of communications between processors. The re-
sulted efficiency should most probably result from the implementation details of the
HPC cluster.
Due to the huge size of the simulation dimension, a picture trying to depict the
whole domain will present no meaningful information, and since the simulation is
horizontally and vertically homogeneous, only a quarter of the simulation domain is
presented for dynamic evolution study and for comparison study across different num-
ber of processors. A motion sequence for the lower left quarter of a box filled with
250,000 executed on 64 processors at 16 different times is shown in Figure 6.5. The
64 processors are distributed evenly into 8 rows and 8 columns.
It should be noted that in the above example, the buffer zone size specified in the
previous chapters is the size of the cutoff radius of Lennard Jones 12−6 potential for
Argon atom.
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 6.5: A motion sequence for the lower left quarter of a box filled with 250,000
Gaseous Argon particles executed on 16 processors. a) Time 0 ps, b) Time 10 ps, c)
Time 25 ps, d) Time 99 ps.
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a) b)
Figure 6.6: A motion sequence for a box filled with 250,000 Gaseous Argon particles
executed on 4 processors. a) Time 80 ps, b) Time 99 ps.
Figure 6.7: Total kinetic energy of the system of a box filled with 250,000 Argon
atoms for the whole simulation time.
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Figure 6.8: Total kinetic energy of the system of a box filled with 250,000 Argon
atoms from 27 ns to 80 ns.
The test case is in effect simulating the gaseous diffusion process. Given time,
the Argon gas particles are expected to permeate and blend homogeneously inside the
box. The evolution of kinetic energy obtained from different numbers of processors
are compared with that obtained from a sequential code, and the results show a good
agreement. It could be seen from the evolution of the system kinetic energy that at
time = 80ps, the system has reached equilibrium, and from the evolution of particle
motion, the system also appears to be homogeneous at time = 80ps. The difference in
the system kinetic energy is evidently a result of rounding errors.
The general trend of the evolution of the system is preserved in all simulations.
The onset of discrepancy of kinetic energy happens at 29.3505 ps, but after the sys-
tem reaches equilibrium, the discrepancy is quite small considering the highly volatile
nature of the test case. This shows that the proposed parallelization solution converge
well with the sequential version, this also suggests that the proposed parallelization
solution is an accurate alternative to the sequential code and could be used in future
simulations with significantly less CPU time required.
6.3 Conclusion
The performance of the testing example shows good scalability for the parallelized
YNANO considering the fact that the testing example is a worst scenario dynamic
case. Further test are carried out in Chapter 7.
The comparison of the results (particle position and system kinetic energy) of the
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system also shows good agreement, thus confirming the validity of the developed par-
allelization solutions.
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 6.9: For a box filled with 250,000 Gaseous Argon particles, comparison of the
end state (Time 50ps) among a) 1 processor, b) 8 processors, c) 16 processors, d) 32
processors.
Chapter 7
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE OF THE
DEVELOPED PARALLEL SOLUTIONS
7.1 Nano Shock Wave
7.1.1 Description of the problem
A conservative system conforms to the conservation laws, namely, the conservation of
mass, momentum and energy. For a steady shockwave, those three conservation laws
apply across the shock front.53, 60, 64, 65
Conversation of Mass
us ·ρ0 = (us−up) ·ρ1 (7.1)
In which, ρ0 is the density of un-shocked material, ρ1 is the density of shocked mate-
rial. us is the shockwave propagation speed, up is the piston speed. The conservation
of mass is straightforward, namely, during the shock process, no mass gain or loss.
Conversation of Momentum
P−P0 = up ·us ·ρ0 = up · (us−up) ·ρ1 (7.2)
In which, P is the pressure exerted on the outer wall of the piston, and P0 is the pressure
exerted on the un-shocked material. The conservation of the momentum dictates that
the pressure exerted on the piston to drive it into the fluid are transformed into the
increased momentum of the shocked material.
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Figure 7.1: Scheme of a shock process.
Conversation of Energy
P ·up = 12us ·ρ0 ·u
2
p+us ·ρ0 · (e− e0) (7.3)
In which, e and is e0 are the internal energy of the shocked material and un-shocked
material respectively. The energy applied to the piston is harnessed by the shocked
material to increase its kinetic and potential energy.
For the purpose of convenience, a shock front frame is adopted in which
us = 0
as the observer is riding on the shock front, he will find the piston and the shocked
material crushing into him in a velocity of
u = up−us
and the rest of the material (un-shocked) will also move toward himself in
u0 = us
By substituting the relationship among u, u0, up and us into eq.7.1-eq.7.3, the Hugoniot-
Rankine relations are derived:
u ·ρ = u0ρ0 (7.4)
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P+ρ ·u2 = P0+ρ0 ·u20 (7.5)
P
ρ
+ e+
1
2
u2 =
P0
ρ0
+ e0+
1
2
u20 (7.6)
by eliminating the velocity items in eq.7.4-eq.7.6
e− e0 = 12(P+P0) · (
1
ρ0
− 1
ρ
) (7.7)
The Hugonoit equation describes a curve in which all points represent all the jumped
states from a known initial state.
By incorporating mass and momentum equation eq.7.4 and eq.7.5:
ρ20 ·u20 = ρ2 ·u2 =−
P−P0
( 1ρ − 1ρ0 )
(7.8)
This equation describes the Rayleigh line, which describes a single jump event between
the initial state and the shocked state on the 1ρ −P diagram.
Calculation of Local Pressure
For an ideal gas, its local pressure can be measured as global pressure, which
means, only the particle-wall interaction is calculated. However, for dense gas, fluids
and shockwave, the ideal gas assumption is no longer valid, particle-particle contact
needs also be taken into consideration.53, 60, 64, 65, 67
Local pressure is important because it can be used to calculate interface tension
and analyse the mechanical responses to strain, heat and phase transformations.55, 99
Lots of researches have been undertaken in the local pressure in fluids60, 64, poly-
mers166, 165, 120 and at surfaces53, 67, and etc.
In this study, the local pressure is calculated by:
Pxx =
N
∑
i=1
1
2
mv2i +
N
∑
i= j
N
∑
j=1
Fi j
A
(7.9)
in which, Pxx is the horizontal pressure, m is the particle mass, v is the velocity of
the particle, N is the total number of particles in the simulation domain, Fi j is the
intermolecular force acting on particle i, A is the longitudinal cross sectional area of
the simulation domain. The first term on the right side is the pressure from the dynamic
thermal random motion, the second term on the right is the pressure from the inter-
particle collision.
In this study, the local pressure is defined as the horizontal pressure at a certain
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x location from pair-wise particle interaction (two-body interaction).161, 75, 120, 142, 166
For example in Figure 7.4, the local pressure at x0 is calculated by first setting up an
imaginary sample bin around x0, with a width of 2a. Then, only particle pairs that
have each of the particles across the x0 will be counted for their inter-particle potential
that acts on the x0 wall. The choice of a should be finitely small but also at the same
time it needs to be big enough for meaningful statistics sampling (avoiding statistical
fluctuations). In this study, 2a is chosen to be same as the cutoff radius of the argon
interaction potential.
Figure 7.2: Selection of a sample bin.
7.1.2 Experiment setup
10,201 argon atoms are posited in a 2100A˚× 2100A˚ container. The equilibrium tem-
perature is 107.3577K, the number density of the atom is 0.00231315, and the in-
terspacing of atoms is 20A˚. Measured at after the system has reached equilibrium,
the average velocity of the atom is 2.115A˚/ps (211.5m/s), and the system pressure is
8283996.2513Pa (81.76 atm).
First, 9 sets of simulations are conducted with different inlet wall velocities, with
Mach number starting from just above the local sound speed and well above sound
speed using 16 cores (4 rows and 4 columns). The simulation result is benchmarked
with the theoretical results.
Second, an efficiency test across a range of multiple cores is set up. The system
is scaled up to 250,000 argon atoms in a 10100A˚×10100A˚ box, the equilibrium tem-
perature is kept at 50.011K, the number density is 0.002402. A set of 5 simulations
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are performed with wall velocity at 2.1A˚/ps on 1, 4, 32 and 64 cores. The runtime is
200 ps, this value is so chosen that for 64 cores (8 rows by 8 columns), no core will be
left with no particles to handle and each processor will have approximately the same
number of local particles.
Figure 7.3: External force is applied on the planar wall on the left towards the right.
As is illustrated in Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4, the left wall is treated as a piston that
can move rightwards into the gas. The system is allowed 50 ps to reach equilibrium,
then the piston will be driven rightwards in a constant speed, with a Mach number
greater than 1.
After the system stabilizes, several physical variables are observed and collected
to quantify the shockwave, e.g. local density, local pressure and etc. Those variables
will then be popped into the theoretical framework to be benchmarked against the
theoretical value.
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Figure 7.4: Particles on the left collide into each other as piston is driving at a shock-
wave speed.
7.1.3 Results and Discussion
a) b)
c) d)
Figure 7.5: A motion sequence for a planar shockwave (Mach=1.66) in a box filled
with 101,200 gaseous Argon particles executed on 4 processors. a) Time 0 ps, b)
Time 30 ps, c) Time 40 ps, d) Time 90 ps.
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Figure 7.6: The Hugonoit jump.
Figure 7.7: Comparison between theoretical value and simulations.
It could be seen from the particle motion evolution that as the left reflective wall drives
into the right with a speed greater than the local speed of sound, it crashes into the
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medium before the wave could make way for it. As the simulation progresses, more
and more atoms accumulate on the driving wall side.
As can be seen from Figure 7.7, the error between the simulation and theoretical
value decreases as the Mach number increases. The simulation is most inaccurate when
the Mach number is between 1 to 1.5, the error margin reaches as high as 33.78% at
Ma=1.04. However, from Ma=1.5 onwards, there is good agreement between the the-
oretical and simulation results, the error margin is controlled within 3, with an average
of 2.02%.
In the second set of simulations, speedup from 8 to 64 processors are very good.
The reason behind the good performance is that the nature of the shockwave determines
that the medium doesn’t have time to reflect the changes brought by the moving wall in
the far end of the simulation domain. This means that even though the wall is driving
into the box in supersonic speed creating a shock front where particles violently collide
and stuck and move along with the wall, the rest of the system is completely unaware
of this and thus remains a rarefied gas system. The speedup of a program is defined as
follows:
S =
ts
tp
(7.10)
in which ts is the processing time for a sequential code, and tp is the processing
time of a parallelized code. Furthermore, tp per processor could be calculated as the
summation of computational time tcp , halting (waiting) time tht resulting from load
imbalance and communication time tcm :
tp = tcp+ tht + tcm (7.11)
Compared with a sequential code, in a parallel code
• With increasing number of processors P, each processors will have an increas-
ingly smaller problem size, thus bringing down the tcp ;
• the communication time tcm scales with the perimeter of the box, it is evident
that with bigger P comes smaller side of the box, but openning up channel could
be huge expensive, and hence too many processors will translate into higher tcm.
• The halting time tht is the time that faster processors will have to wait for the
slower (heavier laboured) processors for synchronization (communication). The
halting time might increase because of the high communication time in this par-
ticular case;
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From the analysis above, it can be derived that tp should most probably increase with
increasing P , therefore the speedup should increase with negative gradient as the num-
ber of processors increases.
The super-linear performance in 64 cores might result from the fact that it has used
approximately twice more memory on each node than the memory allocated to the 32
cores. The observed efficiency keeps picking up as the number of processors increases,
this should most probably result from the implementation details of the HPC cluster,
i.e. extra memory available for each cores.
It should be noted here that the parameters of the second set of simulations is de-
signed to avoid significant load imbalance, but for a highly dynamic physics system as
the planar shockwave, dynamic balance should be introduced to enhance the perfor-
mance.
Core [-] Time [s] Speedup [-] Efficiency [%]
1 6864 1 100
4 3637 1.89 47.18
8 1436 1.77 59.75
32 263 26.10 81.56
64 90 76.27 119.1667
Table 7.1: Calculated parallelisation efficiency for nano shockwave.
Figure 7.8: Recorded Times for Nano Shockwave in 1, 4, 8, 32, and 64 cores.
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Figure 7.9: The calculated speedup against the ideal speedup for nano shockwave.
Figure 7.10: The efficiency of the nano shockwave.
From the results, it is reasonable to claim that Molecular Dynamics simulation can
yield truthful results on a steady front shock wave.
Chapter 8
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Three new implementations, a novel linear contact detection algorithm MR_PB for
boundary conditions, share-memory based parallelization solutions and distributed-
memory based parallelization solution, have been implemented into the open source
in-house 2D Molecular Dynamics Solutions code YNANO. A summary of this thesis
is presented and future research directions are suggested in this chapter.
Conclusions
In this thesis, a novel MR_PB algorithm, shared-memory based parallelization so-
lutions of YNANO and distributed-memory based parallelization solutions of YNANO
have been developed, validated and tested.
The MR_PB is shown to have a linear efficiency (O(n)) to the size of the prob-
lem. The developed novel sort/search algorithm offers an elegant solution to the peri-
odic boundary conditions problem in MR_sort and search algorithm, and has greatly
expanded the applicability of the original MR detection algorithm in area like Nano
Aero-dynamics and Nano Fluid-dynamics whose nature of the problem might require
a constant flow.
The developed shared-memory parallelization solution has greatly utilized the multi-
core computers available in modern day computer labs and clusters, and enhanced the
computational efficiency of YNANO. With the developed shared-memory paralleliza-
tion solution, desktop computers could easily harness the full potential of its multi-
cores in simulating systems with a huge number of particles.
The developed distributed-memory parallelization solution has been validated in
systems with up to 250,000 particles in up to 64 cores (according to the implemen-
tation details of the cluster used, the 64 cores are spread among at least 4 nodes).
The parallel version of the code has also been shown to have a good efficiency and
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scalability performance. The developed solution greatly removes the computational
bottleneck of the YNANO MD simulation, and has prepared it to simulate systems
with a larger number of particle and more complicated interaction models among them
under a reasonable amount of time.
Future Work
Possibilities for further research are presented and discussed in the remainder of
this chapter.
1. For the distributed-memory based parallelization solutions, performance of the
parallelization solutions relies on stream-lining of the overhead communica-
tional cost between processors. During the stage of migration, as all interfacial
particles will need to be checked for its new position by default, only the outer
(spatially speaking, the part close to the interfacial boundary) part of the inter-
nal particles need to be parsed and judged (due to the stability criteria). Since
the current MR Sort algorithm is architected in a Cartesian way that cell list is
constructed horizontally and extends vertically, all internal particles have to be
parsed for the check. To improve future performance, it is suggested that future
work designs a novel way construct the internal particle cell list. One possi-
ble solution is to build a radial-based cell list so that only the outer laps of the
internal sub section needs to be parsed.
2. For the shared-memory based parallelization solutions, the current paralleliza-
tion strategy keeps to the original procedure in YNANO in which MR search is
directly followed by force calculation for each cell box. The advantage of this
strategy is that the code doesn’t need to hold a lot of RAM to store particle pair
information during the contact search processor for the force calculation process
later. For homogeneous problems, performance shouldn’t be a problem, but for
heterogeneous problems where some parts of the simulation domain may have
more contact pairs than elsewhere, it could happen that some processors will
need to sit in idle to wait for other processors finishing their workload. This is
a huge waste of computational resources. Performance could enhance greatly
if these two takes are separated, and after the accomplishment of the first task,
work load would be re-calculated and re-distributed across processors. How-
ever, an obvious problem to the proposed solution is how to deal with the vast
memory required to store the contact pair information. This invites more careful
analysis of the simulation problem and data structure design. As can be seen in
the shared-memory systems, load balancing is the key to optimal parallelization.
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3. The wide application of YNANO suggests that not all simulation problems are
homogeneous. Future work should also include implementation of the load bal-
ancing to ensure an equal workload on all processor to for better utilization of
computational power and to reduce the idle time. The implementation of dy-
namic load balancing would take place right after particle migration, processors
will communicate with each other how many local particles each is handling,
and workload will be re-distributed roughly evenly. It could be expected that
dynamic load balancing would disturb the book-keeping of the spatial relation
of cell list upon which the MR contact detection is built, therefore future work
should look into how to reconcile this conflict.25, 10, 40, 41, 47, 105, 2, 1, 121, 8, 69
4. Also, the developed MR_PB contact detection algorithm, shared-memory sys-
tem based and distributed-memory system based solutions are designed for 2D
version of the YNANO, and it would be highly desirable if they are implemented
in the 3D version of the YNANO as well. Implementing the same features on a
3D system should be relatively straightforward, the 3D version of the MR_PB
is already readily available as discussed in the thesis, the shared-memory based
parallelization solutions would require more careful examination into how to de-
fine the contact mask and how to initialize the pointers to the transitional particle
list. The distributed-memory based parallelization solutions would invite more
spatial classification of the particles and as well as the 2D to 3D communication
strategy.
5. Finally, implementing MR_PB algorithm developed in this thesis onto the paral-
lelized versions of the YNANO would open up possibility to simulate a range of
more complicate and dynamic system (for instance Nano Fluid-dynamics prob-
lems, as the Lattice Boltzman (LB) has been already coupled with DEM by Feng
et al.48 in order to solve fluid-particle interactions.) The solution should also be
relatively straightforward, it would require communications among the proces-
sors on each side during force transmission stage and the migration stage.
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